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Preface

Knowledge on plasma-wall interactions is one of the indispensable

informations forthe research and development of nuclear fusion devices. In the

Research Information Center (RIG) in Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya

University, the Working Group on Plasma-Wall Interaction has been active on

data evaluationand compilation relevant to plasma-wall interactions. Some

evaluated numerical data havealready been {1led as databases in computer, and

they caLn be accessed and retrieved on computer teminals. Up to now, physical

sputtering yields of monatomic solids by ions (SPUTY) and particle and energy

backscattering coefrlCients of light ions from solids (BACKS)are available. Semi-

enpiricalfornulas reproducing evaluated data arealso derived and can be

displayed togetherwith th(, numericaldata. Other results related to data

assessment on plasma-wall interactions have successively been published in

ⅣPJ-AM reporもseries.

Recentlythe problem of control tL)fplasma-wall
interactions has been more

seriously recognized as a key lSSue fur achieving better confinements of the core
●

plasma in a large tokamak.And, slhcethe studies of boundary plasmas have

beenknoⅥm important for contrt)l of particleand energy balances in toroidal

devices,the data of interactions in low energy particle irradiation become the

center of interest, however, there exi等+Jew reliable experimental data in the low
●

energy region. Therefore払e interest of the Working Group expanded from basic

proces馳S tO
Sy71ergisticefFects and device-oriented phenomena. h order to get

reliable data皿der complex conditions and ones in low energy pardcle incidence,

computer simulations seem to be appropriate. For developing computer codes a

comprehensive survey on basic processes and realistic experi血entalconditions

which would be expected in the present-day devices
･qnd

in future reactors is

needed.

This is a report of the Workshop which was held on Dec. i6-17, 1988 at

hstitute of PlaLSma Physics under the cooperative research program mainlywith

the intention of obtaining future prospects of data activities relevant to plasma-

wal1 interactions. We would like to express our sincere thanks toal1 contributors

of the Workshop.

Noriaki Itoh

Takaichi Kawamura
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An Overview on Data Cc)･mpilation of Plasma-Materials Interact.ion

Noriaki ltoh

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University,

Furocho, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

Ⅰ. Introduct⊥on

Plasma一皿ateria】s interaction is one of the most crucial

problems for the del′.elopment of nuclear fusion machines. Exten-

sive works have been carried out in these two decades, since the

importance
of the problem has been recogni2:ed. The objectives of

these studies are (1) to clarify the phenomena that may occur

while a plasma is fired in a machine by interaction with mate-

rials and (2) to obtain the basis for the design of future

machines. In science, understanding of a process leads to estab-

1ishment of it physical basis. When development of understanding

of a specific series of processes reaches at this stage, phe-

nomena that may occur under specific conditions can be antici-

pated. It is often the case, however, that the needs
for infor-

nation are too urgent to carry out detailed analysis of the

relevant processes. In such a case tests of materials under the

practical conditions of fusion machines are carried out.

Studies of the plasma-materials interaction can be divided

broadly into two categories: for the near term development of

fusion machines and for the long term development of the nuclear
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fusion reactors. Tbe near term studies should respond to the

experimental data having been and
being obtained using the cur-

rent machines and to the design of near future machines. Tbe

long term studies should be more fundanent.al and should be

intended to develop basic physics, so that the phenomena that･

occur under the operating conditions of nuclear fusion reactors

can be anticipated. The accuracy of the anticipation needed

depends on the situation, but often need not be very high. Tbere

are of course a variety of research problems that lie between

these two extremities. At the early stages of development or a

field of science, fragmental data are needed and t,o be analyzed

to derive fundamental rules. These fragmental data should be

integrated to a science, so that existing results are subjected

′

to extrapolation.

Because of the diversity of scientific references regarding

the fusion reactors, data compilation is an important task for

developments of fusion
machines. The data needs for fusion re-

actors now extend to a variety of fields, depending on near-term

and long-t.erm necessities. The dat.a compilation
for plasma-mate-

r上al interaction were
started already twenty years ago and having

been carried out actively by several groups in the
worldト5).

It

is of interest to survey the data needs and data compilation ill

the past and discuss those in future. Each paper presented in

this symposium is intended to answer the above problem
for each

toplC. A brief survey on the trends of data needs and compila-

土ion in the past and future is given in this paper.
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=I. Trends of data
compilation in the past

Several of review articles on plasma-surface interaction in

1970's describes the importance of a few basic processes that may

occur in fusion devices6). These fundamental processes includes

reflection of
ions, ion-induced sputtering, evaporation, arcing,

hydrogen retention
.and

re-emission, and adsorption. and desorp-

tion. Several efforts have been carried out to compile data for

these phenomena.

In the preliminary stage the data compilation is simply the

collection of fragmental data, after a certain evaluation. These

data will be of use for deslgn purpose, Only when the data are

obtained with the materials and on the conditions the same as

that used for ftlSion machines. If not, as is often the case, the

data are of use as offhand data for obtaining order-of-magnitude

information. Ideally the data compiled should have been

analyzed, so that extrapolation and interpolation are capable by

means of either empirical or theoretical formula.

Many of the data of &tomic processes compiled so far are

well organized and satisfies the requirement described
above5).

Most･ of the processes, which are of interest for plasma-materials

interaction, however, are not simple but involve several colli-

sional and material processes. Furthermore often a small amount

of impurities, defects and microstructures in materials influence

the results. Therefore data compilation for plasma-TP,とIterials

int･eraction should involve sophisticated procedures in order that

they are of wider use.
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An example of well organized data compilation in the area of

the plasma一皿aterj.als interaction is that of the physical

sputtering of morlatOmic solids7). The physical sputtering is

essentially a collisional phenomenon and is little influenced by

properties of solids, particularly for monatomic solids. An

empirical formula･ has been derived to predict i,he sputtering

yield for normal incidence as a function of erlergy
for a given

combination of the incident particle and target. Further refine-

meat for the dependence on the incident angle and for the angular

distribution has been derived8). The empirical equation is

simple, includes only a few paramet.eps: vaporization energy and a

factor depending on the group in the periodic table.

Tbe sputtering of alloys and compounds is no more so simple

as t･hat of monatomic solids,
because

of the change in t.he surface

composition under bombardment9,10). At sufficiently low tempera-

tures, a steady state is established forming so-called depleted

2;One Of (a) specific component(s) at the surface due to preferen-

tial ejection, surface segregation and diffusion. Under the

steady statel because of the mass balancel the composition of

sputtered atoms is the same as that of the composition or the

material. The situation will be complicated if temperature is

high and if radiation field is mixedll). Therefore the data of

the sputtering yield of an alloyl
for

example, obtained
by labo-

ratory experiments would be regarded as a meas･ure of sputtering

yield at a certain limited conditions but not always. To under-

stand the behaviors of metals under mixed conditionsl each of
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microscopic processes that influence the sputtering should be

made clear.

ⅠⅠⅠ. Data compilation in future

We described already the complexity of the phenomena of

plasma-surface interaction in which material processes are

involved. Tbe complexity is further enhanced
by the situation

where the materials are placed in a complex conditions; high

temperatures, temperature cycles, mixed irradiation, complex

ambient, redeposition and so on. Tbe possibility of synergistic

effects should be fully analyzed12).

For near-term data compilation, we should grasp the first-

order approximation on the behaviors of the materials under the

conditions
in wb主ch the materials may be placed. For this PUT-

pose, any compiled data for material properties will be use-

ful13,14). For the design of fusion devices, however, the condi-

tions under which materials are placed should be fully charac-

teri2;ed &nd the mat,erial behaviors under the
conditions should be

an&1y2;ed. For this purpose series of materii;lls t,ests does not

help, unless the results are
analyzed to derive t.he general rules

governing the materials behaviors. Tbus for long term, the basic

behaviors of the materials under the conditions of the fusion

rectors should be made clear.

As an example, we describe hydrogen re-emission and reten-

土ion. Tbe kinetics of hydrogen re-emission and retention have

been developed15). It describes many of the laboratory experi-
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mental data. In real systems, however, hydrogen re-emission
is

influenced by hydrogen content, sputtering, impurity deposition,

rapid temperature change, continuing implantation, neutron radia-

tion damage and so
on16).

we need I-data compilationt- wbicb
is

capable to predict the materials behavior under these complex

conditions.

工f we divide the data needs into those for near ter爪 and

long term, the requirements for the short term are easier to

specify. The short term needs are entirely depends upon the

requirement coming
from the design teams17,18). of course the

distinction is not often clear; data for short-term needs are

often useful
for long term purpose and vice

versa. It is
clear

that the motivation fo.r short term data production and compila-

tion should come from the design teams but not from materials

scientists.

The dat.a needs for long t.erm should be fully discussed among

materials scientists, plasma scientists, who are involved in the

current machine experiments, and the design teams. The material

scientists could tell the direction of the future developments of

materials science based on the requirements presented by the

other partners. They know the difficulty of predicting materials

behaviors and could tell how much studies are needed to attain

the goal. The directions of the studies taken by the materials

scientists should be adviFed by plasma scientists. Tbe collabo-

ration is essential.

Here importance of computer simulation of the response of
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materials to the plasma is emphasized. Because of the conlPlex

conditions undeで Which materials are placed, it is advisable to

construct computer codes for materials behavior under complex

conditions. Tbe codes should treat various processes at the same

time: radiation damage, hydrogen re-emission, sputtering, cbemi-

eal reaction and so
on19).

In order to construct. such codes, we

should know every microscopic processes involved. One may argue

that it is still too early to construe+, such computer codes; the

understanding of the microscopic processes is not sufficient. I

emphasize, however, that such codes will help to prompt the

unde王･Standing, specification of the data needs and then in turn

improvement of the codes. I am strongly tempted to consider that

cqnstruction of such computer codesI With careful comparison with

laboratory and machine experimental data, is urgent. Here data

compilation is needed for the paramete工･S for the computer codes.

Ideally such codes should
be

combined with the codes
for the

plasma-edge simulation. But this will occur further in future.

Another importaI一t area in future is radiation damage of

plasma facing
materials20). The fragmental data have been accu-

mulated, but still it is not yet possible to evaluate the extent

of radiation damage in given conditions.

工Ⅴ. Conclusions

l have
surveyed the data

compilation on plasma-materials

interaction in the past and then discussed the future direction.

Emphasis is given particularly on the importance for future
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studies purposed to establish science needed f･or completing

fusion reactors. The choice of the problems should be made care-

fully made under discussions among scientist of various fields.

One of the objectives of holding the present symposium is to

carry olユt Critical discussions on the present situation and

future direction of data
compilation.

The programme is divided

into near term and long term, rather arbitrary, and each presen-

tation is given by the scientists most actively participating in

the researches of each subject.
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ENG工NEERING FEATURES OF PLASMA WALL INTERACTIONS

IN LARGE TOKAMAK DEVICES

Hideyuki TAKATSU

Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research =nstitute

1.工ⅣTRODUCTIOⅣ

A varliety of materlials have been used for- fir'8t Wall and

high heat flux components in tokamak devices. Initially oper-ating

with metalie limiter8 and valュs, such a8 TiC-Coated molybdenum

limiterts in JT-60, Inconel wall protection in JET and Inconel

be11ow'3 COVer plates in TFTR, the inner 8uPface of the ve88el i8

now coverled in graphite tiles in most Of the curr'ently operating

tokamaks. Several gr'ade8 0f fine gr'ain isotr-oplC grtaphites and

C/C composites arle used. Carlboni8ation technique i8 also employed

in a i-ew machines.

Behavior of gr'aphite tiles has been widely examined in large

tokamaks from the viewpoint of plasma wall inter-action8 and been

under'8tOOd to 80me extent. However, there 8till rlemain a number'

of i88ueS tO be solved for- fur､ther advancement of both main

plasma parameters and graphite wall characteristics [1].

Thi8 8eCtion reviews engineering features 0f plasma wall

interactions in three large tokarnak devices, JET, TFTR and JT-60,

laying empha8e$ On COnditioning, recycling, erosion and thermal

shock characteristics of graphite.

2. COⅣD工Tエ0Ⅳ工ⅣG

A typical procedure of wall conditioning in JT-60 is 3 d

bake-out at a temper'ature of up to 300oC. followed by 20 h

Taylor-type discharge cleaning (TDC) keeping the vessel tempera-

ture around 300oC [2]【3]. Reduction rates of car･bon hydride8 are

comparlable to those Of Tic-coated fir'8t Walls [4], and vcr,y rapid

start-up of di8Char-ge conditioning can be obtained. Figure 1

Shows a titp.e history of the main plasma discharlge8 just after､

above<menヒioned conditioning in June I87. The first five shots

terminate(i in the 8tart-up phase due to the rlapid density build-

up, but a stable 0.5 MA plasma Was Obtained at the 6th trial [2].
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Fig. 1

Time history Of main plasma

discharges just after 7d

Conditioning in June I87.

Shot number･ E叫253 cor-r･es-

porT.ds to the first trial

and a Stable 0.5 MA plasma

wa8 attained at the 6th

trial [2].
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工n JET a typical pr-ocedur-e after opening of the vessel to

air i8 first to bake-out the vessel for 24 h at･ a temperlaturle Of

300oC. Then an RF-assisted glow discharlge Cleaning (GDC) in

hydrogen is executed for about 70 h. To rleduce the metal

contamination carbonisation i8 uSed and the vessel is covered by

carbon films of thicknes8 up tO -1リm [5][6].

The initial conditioning of the TFTR vacuum vessel after

opening to air involves a 6 week bake-out at a temperature of-

150oC･ During this time 130 h of GDC and 175h pulse discharge

cleaning (PDC) are applied [7]. However, Such Standard vessel

conditioning procedurleS Were found insufficient after intrlOduc･･

tion of a significant amount of grlaPhite, bumper' 1imiter and

protective plate in T85. Intentional exposure to a serie8 0f

disruptive discharge8 at increasing current levels, dubbed

l'disruptive discharlge Cleaning (DDC)-- wa8 found neces8arly to heat

and dega8S the bumper limiter, [8].

Figure 2 8hows temperature dependence of water rlelease rlate8

for Several grlades of graphite [8]. Strong peaks are shown at the

temperatur'e of around 350oC for pot-ous gr-aphites. As the primary

desor-ption temperature for H20 i8 in the range of 300-350oC, TFTR

150 oC vessel bake-out temper'aturle is ineffective in desorbingthe

H20 frlOm graphite tiles, and DDC is needed for limiter degassing.
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Fig. 2

Temperature dependence

of water release r'ate8 for

several grades of grlaPhites.

Strong peak8 are Shown at the

temperlaturle Of- ar･ound 350oC

for porous gr,aphite8 [8].

3. RECYCLIⅣG

With the introduction

mater､ial density pump-out has

many ち()kamaks.
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of the grlaPhites a8 first wall

been obserlVed dur'ing discharges in

In JET this phenomenon has been used to terminate beam-

heated discharges with densitie8 above the ohmic density limit.

An example of wall pumping is shown in Fig. 3, where the averlage

electrlOn density dur-ing a discharge is 8hown as a function of

time. The plasma is 8hifted from the outboard limiter- to the

inner wall at the end of neutral beam injection, and strong

density pump-out effect is obserlVed [9]. Helium conditioning (He-

conditioning) of the inner wall increase8 the pumping capability

and makes it po88ible to oper-ate at low densities and high

heating power in the hot ion mode [10].

In JT-60 particle recycling rate le88 than unity has been

obtained with grlaphite fir､8t Walls in the Same mannerl a8 TiC-

coated walls, which makes density control rlelatively easy [11].

Figure叫shows density evolutions of two Joule-heated divertor･

discharges. Density decay i8 0b8er-Ved just after1 8tOpplng the gas

feeding, Showing typical example8 0f recycling rlateS less than

unity. As density contrlOl deeply depends on the wall conditions,

a ser'ie8 0f conditioning 8hots or' helium-fueled TDC (He-TDC) has

been applied.to drlive out hydr-ogen gaSe8 f'rom the grlaphite

walls.
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Fig. 3 Example of wall pumping in JET. The plasma i8

8hifted from the outboard limiter to the innerl

wa11 at the end of neutral beam inJeCtion. The

pumping rates of the innerl Wall of about 50

mbar･見/s can be estimated [9].
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Fig.叫 Exa皿Ple of wall pumping in JT-60. Density

･dec･ay
i8 0b8erVed just after 8tOpplng the

甚乱S f･e守d且ng, showing the partticle rleCyCling

rate of t･h'e wall less than unity [11].
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A strlOng pumping effect has been also ob8erlved in TFTR with

plasma OPeration on the toroidal graphite bumper limiter [8]

[12]. The pumping effect is induced by conditioning the limiter

with a short series (10-20) of low density deutertium or helium

initiated discharges (He-conditioning). Gas fueling and plasma

density waveform8 for thrlee r'ePrleSentative cases are Shown in

Fig. 5, (a) typical gas fueling with ohmic discharlgeS On the

moveable limiter, (b) bumper limiterl and (c)bumperl limiter
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Fig. 5 Gas fueling and plasma density wave forms forl three

repr･esentative cases in TFTR [8].

(a) typical gas fueling with ohmic discharge8 0n

the moveable limiter

(b) typical gas fueling with oh皿ie disebarges on

the bumper limiter

(c) 8'pecial case Of fueling on the bumper･ 1imiter･

after He-conditioning, which shows density

puFIP-Out effect
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The mechani8mS governing the wall pumping are not yet fully

under'8tOOd. Ther-e exist a varliety of models. They range frlOm

assuming tr･ansient effects similar to the hydrogen pumping by

metal walls [13][川] to the co-deposition of hydrogen and

graphite in for,m of surface H-C films [15][16]. To date it cannot

be decided which prlOCeSS is dominant.

～. EROS工ON AND THERMAL SHOCK CHARACTERエSTエCS

In JT-60 gr･aphite tiles have been used for liniters of main

chamber and for diverltOr Plates frlOm June .87. The graphite tiles

of the main chamber perforlmed admir･ably, and maintained theirl

integrlity witl; only one exception. This may be due to the

grlaPhite tile alignment with a f-1attened surface level, rlather

than prlOtr)uding ones like Tic-coated limiterlS, Which incr-eases

the contact aretl Of the first wall with the plasma.

Figure 6 shows the inboarld of #8 rigid 8eCtOr after the

oper'ation period from June to Oct. .87. Only one heavy damage is

obsertved on the tiles located at the midplane and on the electr'on

side. This damage might be Caused by r-unaway electron bombardment

durling disrtuptions due to a level differ-ence [17].

Fig. 6

工nboarldof #8 r-igid sector-

aftertheoperation period

from June to Oct. T87.

Heavydamageis evident on

the lef't-side tile8 at the

midplane [17].
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Substantial erosion was observed on the tiles located on the

edge of each rllgid sector because of heat concentrlation due I;o a

toroidal gap. Deposition of er'oded graphite was also seen on

every kind of an in-vessel component. Figure 7 shows car.bon

flakes collected in the vacuum vessel after 上卜month operlation in

I87 [17].

Fig. 7 Car'bon f'1akes collected in the JT-60 vacuum vessel

after 上卜month operation with graphite fir'8t Wall

[18].

The number' of damaged divertort plates was much larlger than

that expected during operation period in T87. One of the reasons

of the unexpected failure is selection of the grade of graphite.

Grade of high density and high mechanical strength, used for

diverltOr' Plates, is not pr-ef-erable frlOm the ther'mo-mechanical

viewpoint, and that of low thermal expansion coefficient and

well-balanced charlaCteristics, used for limiter-a of the main

chamber, is preferable.

In JET, fine grlain isotr10PIC graphite was chosen for ar7ea8

where dur,ing the flat top time of the dischar,ge (typically 10 s),
the power loads do not exceed 5 MW/m2, and C/C composite was

selected for areas where loads above 20 MW/m2 can be expected.
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Damage to the graphite tile wa8 minimal but was

concentrtated at the midplane and octant joint areas during

operlation period in f86 and f87. As the inner wall in the region

of all the octant joints protr'ude slightly into the vessel, all

the octant joint tiles at the midplane 8uf'fered datnage to some

degree. Damage observed on the inner wall tiles is caused

primarlily by rlunaWay electrlOnS Which are generlated dur-ing

disruptions. All of the tiles located at the midplane were

replaced with C/C composite tiles. Although C/C composite tiles

showed evidence of 8ubstantial erosion, they arle Clear､Iy intact

and capable of still fulfilling its role as a pr'otection ofthe

vessel. Oper'ation experliences of JET first walls and high heat

flux components are summarized in Table 1 [18].

Table i Data fort var'ious mater'ia18 used in the JET vacuum

vesse1, and for others of possible future interest

[18コ.

Material

DesignLimits Norma10peration
Disnlptions

Comment
Load

MWm-,

Time
S

Load

MWmJ

Time

S
Comment

Discrete

Limiters

FineGra王n

.Graphite

5 10
3
6

12

7

5

3

0.K.

OneSingleEvent

LocalDamage

SurfaceCracking

Wall FineGrain
5 10 5.5 2

Erosion RunawayDamageat

Protection Graphite atEdges ProtrudingEdges

Wall

Protection

Carbon

Fibre

Composite

35 >3.5 <2 3
Erosion

atEdges

500MJmJon3.5x

10-3ml2x10-3m
ErosionNoFailure

Belt

Limiter

FineGraiれ

Graphite
3.5 10 <1 <2 0.K.

NoEVents

ObseⅣed

Ⅹ-point

Plates

FineGrain

Graphite
5 10 20 <2

StrongEーOSion
Failure

NoEVentsObseⅣed

X-point

Plates

Carbon

Fibre

Composite

5 10 Not).etinstalled Notyetinstalled

Disrupもion heat load has been examined in TFTR [20]. Typical

time behaviorlS Of plasma Current and the temperlature Of the

bumper･ 1imiterl are Shown in Fig. 8. A standar･d disrluption is

assumed to take place in two stages: the therlmal quench porltion
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in which the plasma thermal stored ener'gy is deposited on the

limiter overt a 0.2-2 m8 time scale at power fluxes up to 1000

MW/m2 and the plasma Current decay porltion in which the currlent

decays 1inearly at 1 MA/ms.

Cr-acking of the gr'aphite tiles of- moveable limiterl Werle

observed during the operlation in '85 and '86 [21], which was

resulted f､rom excessive heat load, up to 2.5 times greater than

the deslgn Value.

The bumper limiter has perforlmed admirlably. The only

observable damage i8 SeVerlal spalled, ablated areas located on

the midplane. It is believed that the damaged ar､eaS arle high

spots on the limiter which arle Subject to runaway electr-on

bombar-dment or enhanced therlma1 loading during a disruption.

These high spots exist even though the bumper limiter was aligned

to the torlOidal f-ield to betterl than土1 mm accurlaCy [20].

C/C composites have been intrlOduced for- the guar､d limiters

of- RF antenna [22].
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Fast disruption on TFTR.

(a) plasma curlrlent

(b) time der･ivation of-

the plasma cur'rent

(c) surlface temperlaturle

a.nd inf■er-red heat

fluxto the bumper

limiter at the max.

of the deposition

patter-n [20].
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Mo8t Of the damages of the gr-aphite tiles 0b8erVed in the

lartge tokamaks are caused by r'unaway electrlOnS generlated durling a

disruption. Good alignment to the magnetic field configuration is

important to supprleSS an excessive heat concentration on the edge

of the grlaPhite tile and its damage. Grades of grlaphite of low

ther･mal coefficient and well-balanced characterlistics are

preferable from the therlmO-mechanical viewpoint.

C/C composites have been intrIOduced f-or high heat flux

components of the larlge tOkamaks [2][18][22]. They have shown

Superior thermal shock rle8istance and good compatibility with

plasma so fart, and erosion due to sublimation is con8iderled to be

a critical issue in application to high heat load conditions [23]

[2叫][25]. A few grades 0f newly developed C/C composites, which

have very high ther'mal conductivity over' 300 W/mK at rlOOm temPe-

ratur-e, have a possibility to overcome the sublimation prlOblem

[26] aild are now planned to be employed in upgrladed program of

JT-60 and JET [27][18].

5. SUMMARY

Protection of vacuum vessel is neces8ar-y and graphite tiles

have shown to be a good material. This is partly because of the

good ther-mal shock resisもanee and partly beeau8e Of- もhe natur-al

spreading of the heat load caused by runaway electrlOnS [28].

The mechanism of rle〇yCling is not yet fully underlStOOd, but

a number of oper'ational techniques of wall conditioning have been

established both for initial conditioning and for degassing of

graphite tiles.

From the viewpoint of erosion and thermal shock characteris-

tics sur.face arlea Of the grlaPhite tiles is r'equired to be large

80 aS tO incrleaSe the contact area with plasma and to suppr-ess

too high 8urface temperlatur-e. And good alignment of the grlaphite

tiles is needed to prlevent excessive heat concentration on the

edge of the graphite tile.

C/C composites have been introduced for high heat flux

components in the larlge tOkamaks and shown superior thermal shock

charlaCterlistic. Though erosion due to sublimation is a crlitical

issue i-or conventional C/C composites, newly developed ones of

verly high thermal conductivity over 300 W/mK have possibilities

to overcome this problem. ttThe intrlOduction of C/C composites

marks the end of a road. Further improvement of materials to

handle even more power seems to be unlikely at least in the

Short time.TT [18]

On the othert hand, there still remain a number of tough

problems in application of isotropic graphite8 0r'C/C composites

to the next 8tep machines Such as 工TER, FER and NET. Crlitica1
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issues to be solved arle erosion due to sputter.ing, radiation

induced sublimation, neutron damage (especially degr･adation of

therlmal conductivity), tritium absorlption and steady state

recycling control. Further research on plasma wall interaction

is needed both in the larlge tOkamak device and in the labora-

tories.
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Study of the first wall in JT-60 and its recent plan

from pユas皿a-Wall interaction

N. Hosogane

Japan AtorJlicEnergy Research lnstitute

Recent PWI studies in JT｣60 are presented on wall conditioning, impurity

behavior and radiation loss,characteristics of lDC (Improved Divertor

Confinement) discharges and effects of Zeff on LHCD efficiency.

1. Conditioning of graphite wall

The combination of high temperature vessel operation ( 200-300
o

C) and

conditionラngdischarf,qlS,Of 1 MA without gas puff is employed as a wall

conditionlng in JT-60. One or two conditioning dischargesare conducted after

a high current and high density tokamak discharge to desorp hydrogen gas which

is retailled in the graphite wall after the discharge. As shovn in Fig.1, high

vessel temperature increases the proportion of hydrogen gas exhausted after a

highcurrent and highdensity discharge ( QexhausJQ川) and the amount of

hydrogen gas exhausted by a conditioning discharge( Q exhaust ). To maintain the

graphite wall condition unchanged and to obtain reproducible discharges ( To

keep hydrogen gas retained in the graphite wall constant ), high vessel

temperature is quite favorable. In case of 150o C operation, conditioning

discharges are not so effective that disruptions occur in several high density

discharges.

The He-TDC is also effective to disorb hydrogen gas in the graphite

wall. After the He-TDC of 15 min. following about 1 hour H-TDC, a tokamak

discharge of 0.7 MA and 9 sec was successively produced at the first shot.

Without the He-TDC, 14 shots were conducted to obtain a stable tokamak

discharge of 0.7 MA and 9 see.

2. Impurity behavior

2.1 Effective charge and radiation loss

The characteristic of effective charge ( Zef, ) and radiation loss in

JT-60 is summarized as follows.り

(1) divertor with Tic-Ho甘all; Z eff
- 1.5-2 at n e 〉 3X 1019 m-3.

P
,ad/Pabs

- log

(2) outer A-point divertor With graphite wall ; Zeff-3-4 at ne
- 2 A 10

19

n-3and -2at ne)5XIO19m-3.

P
,ad/Pabs

- 20S

(3) 1imiter with graphite wall; Zeff-4-5.5 at ne
- 2 Ⅹ 10

19
m~3 ,- 3 at
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ne=4-7X 10
19

m~3 and
.- 1.8at lx 1020 m-3.

P,ad/Pab8 -30S (5xlO19m~3) -50S (lox

lO19m-3)

In the low density reion, oxygen impuritiesare responsible for Zeff and

radiation loss.

2.2 Behavior of carbon impurity

The carbon impurity production strongly relating with the graphite wall

temperature is observed in limiter and divertor discharges with high power NB

heating. Fig.2 shows evolutions of CⅡ/Hα at the divertor plates versus

temperture of the divertor plates during a discharge for three shot with

different NB power of 9.5鮒,15肘and 25MW. Here, C皿/Hα is used as a quantity

proportional to carbon impurity pr∝luction rate at the graphite divertor plates.

The carbon impurity production rate seems to depend only on the graphite

temperature, irrespective of NB power. Up to around 5･50o C, the production rate

increases
,but above 550o C it seems saturated. This property strongly

suggests chemical sputtering as a cause of carbon impurity producation. To

confirm this mechanism furthermore, an experiment with He discharges is

planned which has no chemicalreaction with carbon.

3. Characteristics of IDC discharges

ln recent experiment with lower A-point divertor, favorable discharges (

IK discharge: Improved Divertor Confinement discharge) are observed with good

energy c.nfinement and highr∝ycling state in the divert.r regi.∩ (Fig.3)ラ)
The main characteristics of IDC discharge are:

(1) The stored energy increases up to 1.2-1.5 A (レmode level of limiter

plas机aS ) during NB heating, accompanying electron density increase.

(2) The hydrogen recyc一ing in the divertor region increases and is kept at

high1evel, which causes large radiation loss of 20-60 S of the absorbed

heating power.

(3) Oxygen impurity begins to decrease just before or at the same time as the

electr()n density begins to increase, and decreases to low level. Carbon

impurity increases correspnding to the decieaSe in oxygen impurity, but

its concentration does not change so muchぬuse of increase in electron

density.

(4) IDC discharge is obtained in the high power region of
～ 15 MW. At the same

absorbed heating power, the q-value of discharge is higher,IDC is obtained

at lower electron density.

When IK mode starts, the divertor radiation increases. This results in

lowering the heat flux to the divertor plates ( remote radiative cooling.
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Fig.4 ). This property is essential for next generation tokamaks.

The detailed IDC mechanism is now under investigation.

4. Effects of Zeff on ulCD efficiency

Figure 5 shows the effect of Z.ff On LHCD ( Lower Hybrid Current Drive )

efficiencyll)
The LHCD efficiency is in pr.p.rti｡n t. 1/( Ze,f + 5 ) in

accordance with the theoretical analysis. This experiment is carried out in

the range of ne
- 1.3 X 10

19
m 13

and RF power of 1.5 MW. In next generation

tokamaks, higher RF power is required. It is, hence, important to study the

interaction between fast electron induced by LHRF and the first wall.

5. Summary and recent plan on PWI in JT-60

The high temperature vaccum vessel ope9rtion, conditioning discharge

甘ihtout gas puff and He-TDC are effective to conditioning graphite walュs. The

chemical sputtering is strongly suggested as a cause of production of carbon

impurity during NB heating. IDC discharge with good confinement and high

recycling state are obtained in lower A-point divertor with high power NB

heating. The LHCD efficiency decreases in proportion to 1/( Z
eff+5

). To

maintain high Luc° efficiency in highpower regime, it is important to study

the interaction between fast electron and the first wall,and to control it.

The following PWI studies are planned:

(1) detailed study of IDC.

(2) divertor characteristics for LHCD plasmas and investigaJtion on fast

electron-wall interaction.

(3) Test of several graphite materials by using PWI in lower A-point divertor

experiment. This test is carried out to select a suitable graphite

)7nterial for JT-60 Up-grade (JT-60U).
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Deslgn Of Plasma Facing Components in 工TER

JAERZ Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Plasma IIeating Laboratory 工 M. Seki

1. Main operating Conditions for plasma facing components

Operating parameters are listed in Table 1. Average heat

flux on the first wall is predicted to be around 0.1-0.2

MW/m2. The peak heat flux due to neutral beam shine through

and alpha ripple loss is rather uncertain. Tbe heat flux on

the divertor plate has a sharp peak which reaches as high as

17 MW/m2.
Tbe assumed disruption energy deposition is also

summarized in･Table 1.

2. Typical design of the first wall

Figure 1 shows an example of the first wall design. where

the metal surface is protected with the radiation cooled CFC

tiles. Results of thermal and stress analyses are shown in

Fig. 2. 工n the radiation Cooled tiles, beat flux through

the back surface of the tile is so small that heat flow is

concentrated through the washer to the metal substrate. Tbe

use of ceramics with low thermal conductivity is required to

suppress high thermal stress in the Ⅲetal structure. Tbe

allowable beat flux on the radiative tiles are determined by

the thermal stress in the metal structure and the maximum
teTnPerature Of the tile surface.

3.Typical design of the divertor plate

Figure 3 shows an exatnple of the divertor plate. CFC

tiles with bigb thermal conductivity are metallurgieally

bonded to the heat sink material, preferably copper or

copper alloys.

Critical issues in designing the divertor plate include

thermal stress and fatigue of armor tiles, beat sink

materials, and their interfaces, and high heat flux beat

removal. Separatrix sweeping with an intention to reduce
beat flux on the divertor plate is seriously examined.

Life time of the divertor plate is limited by loss of

surface material due to sputtering and disruption. Use of
high Z materlals such as tungsten as a surface material

should be examined in more detail, which Can significantly

reduce sputtering erosion, provided that plasma temperature

in front of the divertor plate is sufficiently low.
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Fig 1 Radiation-cooled Mechanically Attached Fiz:st恥I1

(℡YPヱ Z)

o.4仰/m2

Fig･ 2

冨:芸…;;;…:I:fp芸:…三三:;c:nl王,p:;きa:::言"{;…Btinvsf1;チn三ei;孟………:孟ic
va9her and heat flux of 0.4脚/m2.
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Ploblems in First Walls of Near Term Devices

Nobuaki Noda

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji 611, Japan*

Dece血ber 16, 1988

'present address : IrtstittLteOf Plasma Physics, Nagoya･ University,

Nagoya. 464-01, JaQa･n

- from Experiences orL Carbon-Wan Experimertts in HeliotrorL E -

One of the Lea.r-term ploblems is to give a Rrst-wall corLditiorL Which enables
●

a good core pa.rameters in D-T/norL D-T plasmas･ CarborL is only a･ camdida･te

materia,1 as the五rst wall at the momerLt becatLSe rtO Other ma.terials haNe not been

proved to
provide a metal-free plasmas irkPresent devices. However, there is stiu

two problems in ca.rborL Walls to assure a good performa.nee of the core plas血as,

namely, (1) to a･chieve low hydrogerL-reCyChrtg, (2) to reduce low Z impurities

(0,C)･h some experiments, highwa･11 temperature is helpful to reduce recycling

arid oxygen【1】.
However, it is expensive arid riot technologically easy to ra･ise a

huge vessehLP tO tempera,ture aS highas 300-400 oC. Carbon-wall experiments

irtHeliotrorL E have been reviewed to looking for possibilities of low temera,ture

for carbon wall design of the next generation machines.
In Hehotron E,almostall of the divertor reglOrL Was COVered by gra･phite

●

tiles to block the iort丑ow to the metanic wall. In this case, we met a, prob-
lem on hydrogert recycling corLtrOl. HelhLmglow dischaxge was utili乞ed at room

tempera･ture to redtLCe the recycling. Figure 1 shows hydrogen desorbed by

ECH/heuum discharges as a ftlnCtion of shot numbers[2】･
Pa･rtialpressure P2

of H2 Was measured by qtla.drupole mass arLalyzer. Amount of the desorbed hy-

drogen was obta.irLed
from the measured pressure multiplied by pumping SPeed

●

Sp甘,nP and integrated w;-th time･ As is seerL in Fig･1, hydl10gen desorption was

reduced by a.rL Order of magnitude a.fterHeglow discharge of l･5 hours･ Increa･s-

1ng rate Of density a.fter breakdown wasalso decreased by Heglow discharge･
●

After repetitive tLSe Of Heglow discharge, density decLay Wa.S Seen even durirLg

NBI heating, which meant that the recyclirLg rate Was less tlla.A 1.
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After Heglow discharges, oxygen-radiation intensity wasalso small. After

NBI discha･rges a･rtd irLCreaBe in gas pu氏rtg, the interLSity of oxygen radia.tiort
increased shot by shot. T王Iissuggests the successive processes asfo1lows;

1･ charge-excha.Age netLtral加Ⅹ increa.ses by NBI arid gas ptL氏ng and oxygen

is rdeased from metalic surfaL:eS Of tlle Wa.u,

2･ oXygerL is ionized a.nd Ira.nsferred to carbon surfaces of the divertor plates,

3. these oxygen a.tons contamirLateS the pla.smas from initialphases of the

next discharge.

After the conta.mina.lion by oxygen, Fe'glow discha.rge was a.pphed again, WLich
●

redllCed the oxygerL level to the original1evel.
Ths both hydrogen recycling and oxygert contamirLa.tiort were controled by

He-glow discharges at room tempera.ttlre Of the carborL Wall in Heliotron E. TlleSe

res-ults suggest a. possibihty of designlng Carbon wans at room temperature in
●

血ture devices. How ever, quarttita.tive investigation is still necessa.ry to ma･ke
s-1re Whether the a.bsolute recycling ra.te or oxygert concentra.tiorL is su氏cierLtly
lowfor these futllre eXPerimerLもs.
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Fig. 1 HydrogeIl desorbed by

helitlm/ECH discha.rges

Qol = Sp叩J.1p,di

Q35 = Sp.m, I.35p2di
dn-e/di: density irLCreaSirLg

_2

rate a,I the start

of discharge,

･e? ref【21･
Ba.rswith "He", nH2n

irLdica.tepuHed gases.
-3
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Graphite as Plasma Facimg出aterial

Osaka Univ. Tanabe, T.

Graphite materials are widely used as plasma facing components

for major fusion devices such as TFTR, JET and JT-60, because of

their low Z number and good high temperature characteristics.

For further application of graphite as plasma facing

material(PF鵬) in near and middle term machines, a comprehensive

evaluation has to be undertaken.

According to research and development senario for graphite as

PFM shown in fig.l, reviews and discussions on properties and

data bases of graphite have been made concerning 8 items and

summarized as follows.

1. Outgassing

Outgassing of annealed samples is not serious. Once bake out up

to 1700K was performed, most of gas uptake during exposure to air

is easily desorbed by heating up to 800K.

2. Conditioning

Because of large capacity for hydrogen occulusion in graphite,

conditioning before plasma discharge is one of the most important

issue. Although He dischrage cleaning is found to help much to

reduce the hydrogen uptake, detailed mechanism of hydrogen

release by He discharge is not clear.

3. Sputtering

Most of sputtering data (physical and chemical) show fair

agreement in their dependences on temperature, incident energy

and flux. Main concern with sputtering is how to reduce the

yield and to clarify an effect of 土mpuri七ies.

4′ Reflection

Because of difficulty of production of low energy HO and H+

source little data isr available for low enrgy reflection

coeff土c土ent (below lOOeV). ℡here is also some dlscrepancy 土n

theories to estimate the reflection coefficent in low energy
●

reg10n'
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5. Radiation induced sublimation

Radiation induced sublimation, which, above 1000K, exceeds the

chemical sputtering ,
becomes very important. Although it seems

to have collisional orlglne Similar to physical sputtering, more

data 土s needed to confirm this.

6. Tritium retention and recycling

Below 500K, where hydrogen does not seem to diffuse in

graphite, saturated level of hydrogen in graphite exposed to

plasma is as high as 0.5 in H/C ratio. Such fuge capacity of

hydrogen occulusion in graphite makes density controll of plasma

very difficult and sofisticated conditioning technique has to be

carried out to remove hydrogen in graphite and to get veil

confined plasma. Above 500K hydrogen behavior in graphite

becomes very complex and no adequate model has established yet.

Esspecially -■dynam土c retent土ont-, that 土s. the difference of

hydrogen retention with and without plasma exposure, is now on

the hot discussion.

7. ℡bermomecbanical properties

Although graphite withstands the heat load in the present

machine, an expected heat load in =TER is out of the performance

of currently used graphite materials. Though recent development

of C/C composite is encouraging, long pulse or steady state

operation enforces an employment of the active cooling and

brazing to metal substrate is inevitable.

8. Radiation effects

Radiation effect of 14MeV neutron on graphite is the most

important problem in DT burning machine. Thermal conductivity,

for instance, 90eS down to 1/3 of the ori91nal value with neutron

irradiation of several dpa. Not a small data base is established

for utilization of graphite material in high temperature gas

cooled reactor. However. recent research on rad土at土on damage Of

metals given by 14MeV neutron clearly shows that radation damage

produced by 14MeV neutrons is different from that by fast

neutron. 工n add土t土onJ little data is available above lOOOOc

over which the divertor plate might be operated.
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Fig･ 1･ Research and development scenario for graphite as

plasma racing material.

A･ ML'yahudJ･ Tanabe Joumal o( Nucleat Materials 155-157 (1988) 49-57
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DEUTERItJM SOLVBILITY Awl) DIFFUSIVITY IN GRAPHITE

Hisao ATSⅧI

Department of NuclearReactor Engineerlng, Faculty of Science and Technology,

Kinki University, Kowakae 3-4-1
, Higashi-Osaka, Osaka 577, Japan

Masanobu MIYAKE

Department of Nuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engineerlng, Osaka University,
●

Yamadaoka 2-1, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

1. Introduction

Graphite is one of the suitable candidate materials for the first walls (

1imiters, armors ) in a fusion reactor. However, graphite will interact with

hydrogen isotopes at hightemperatures, and it may cause increase in the trititm

inventory aLnd produce hydrocarbon species. When using as graphite for the first

wall, it is Important tO Obtain broad information on hydrogen recycling andan

inventory on graphite. From the viewpoint, this study has been performed with

the purpose described as follows.

(りData needs on hydrogen absorption and dissolⅦtion in graphite

･ Solubility of hydrogen in graphite

･ Chemical form of hydrogen in graphite

･ Influence of the degree of graphitization

(2) Data needs on thermal desorption of hydrogen from graphite

･ Desorption mechanisms ( rate-determining step of desorptまon )

･ Kinetic parameters of thermal desorption

●

･ Chemical form of hydrogen mlgrating ln graphite
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2. Experimental

The samples used in the present study were highdensity isotropic graphite

sheets composed of fine grains ( IS∝設APH-88, Toyo Tanso Co.Ltd. ). These

graphite samples were degassed at '1100 ℃ for two hours in a vacuum before

absorption and desorption experiments.

(1) DeuT.erium solubility measurement

in the deuterium absorption experiments, the graphite samples in the

deuterium atmosphere were heated at the desired temperature of 850-1050 ℃ in a

closed constant volume system,and the change in deuteriⅦm pressure due to

absorption甘aS measured with a Baratron Manometeruntil the equilibritm pressure

was established at each temperature.

(2) Desorption experiment

The treatment procedure for graphite samples used in the thermal desorption

experiments is shown in Fig.1. The graphite samples occluding deuterilm Were

prepared by deuterium exposure a.i a given temperature, T, within 200-900 ℃

under a pressure of 5-95 kPa for 0.1-20 h. After holding these graphite samples

for the desired time in deuterium gas atmosphere, they Were quenched to room

temperattlre. Thermal desorptlOn meaSurementS Of deuteritlm Were made at a

constant heating rate of lO ℃/min in a vacutm below lO~5 Pa. In order to

determine the desorption

mechanisms, step heating

tests ( reaching a desired

temperatnre Within 1 min )

at 300-90r) oC were also

performed. Released

species tqere analyzed with

a quadrupole mass

spectrometer.

Time

Fig･1 Experimental procedure of D2 gas exposure.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Deuteri甘m SOlubility ln graphite

The solubilty of deuteritm in graphite was measured, and it might increase

proportionally to the square root of the deuteriⅧl gas pressure. From the

present data, the solubility, S(STPcm3/g), can be expressed by the
requation:

s ≡ 1.9×10-4 Pl/2(Pa) × exp[4.5(kcal/mol)/RT] (850-1050℃, 2.5-13 kPa). (1)

The elttrapOlated values of the

solubility at one atmospheric

pressure are shown in Fig.2

with the reported values

obtained by CaⅦsey et al.川

for laminar pyrolytic carbon.

Both the heat of solution and

the solubility are quite low

compared with that reported

for the temperature range of

I一oo-1500℃.
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Fig･2 Deuteritm solubility at one atmosphere

in isotropic graphite (IS∝RAPH-88) and

laminar pyrolァtic carbon 【りas a

function of temperature.

3.2 Thermal desorption of deuteritm from graphite

Fig.3 glVeS deuteriⅦm desorptlOn CtlrVeS､for the graphite exposed at various

temperatures for 5 hours tnder the deuterium gas pressure of 60 kPa. Both shape

and peak temperature ( apparently seen in Fig.3 ) considerably change with the

exposure temperature. The peak temperature increases with exposure temperature.

In Fig.3(b), the total anotnts of deuteriⅦm from graphite are plotted as a

ftmction of exposure teq)erature. The total amotmt of releaLSed deutetitm

increases with the exposure temPerattlre uP tO 700.C and then tends to decrease

above this temperattlre. This behavior can be explained by the deuteritm

diffusion process into the graphite filler grains as mentioned below. Si.tlCe it

is necessary to have much longer sattlration time at lower exposure temperatures,
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the amount of deuterillm uptake durizlg the same exposure time will decrease with

decreasing temperature. From
eq.(1), the solubility of D2 in graphite will

decrease with increasing temperature. Then, the amotnt of deuterium uptake

should decrease with increasing temperature above 700 ℃ after which the

deuterit)m is almost saturated in the graphite filler grains.

Fig.4 glVeS deuterium desorptlOn rate in logarithmic scale, which is

redrawn of Fig.3(a), as a function of desorption temperature. The deuterium

desorption curve on graphite exposed to D2 gas at 700 ℃ appears to consist of

three peaks･ Namely,this tht3rmal desorptiozI Curve Can be explained by the

overlap of peaks I , Ⅱ and 班 with each maximⅧm at approximately 140 ℃, 480 ℃
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(b) total amount of D2 released

from graphite
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and 930 ℃, respectively. ノー′

The change in the amount of deuteritm with the exposure pressure has been

discussed separately on peaks Ⅱ and Ⅲ. In Figs.5(a) and (b), the amount of

released deuteritm is plotted for

the graphite samples exposed ･to

deuteritlm gas Of various pressures

at 700 ℃ for 5h. From these

figures, the deuterium amount for

peak l appears to be proportional

to the deuteriⅦm gas pressure during

exposure, and that for peak Ⅲ

appears to be proportional to the

square root of the deuteriⅦm gas

pressure. In peak I ,
therefore,

deuteritm in the graphite probably

exists as deuterium molecules. On

the other hand, the deuterium

corresponding to peak Ⅲ probably

exists in the form of deuterium

atoms.
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(a):peak Ⅲ , (b): peakⅢ

3.3 Desorption mechanism from graphite

●

The scheme of the sIJTPlified desorption processes of gas atoms is shoⅥl in

Fig.6. The principal processes of desorption behaviorare (a) detrapping ( or

dissociation ), (b) difftlSion and (c) recombination at surfaces,and the

desorption of gas atoms is controlled by these processes individually or

cooperatively. The desorption mechanism and the kinetic parameters can be

analyzed for temperatur･e-programmed desorption curves. Heating patterns for the

temperature-programmed desorption tests are llSually adopted as (I) linear ramp

heating ( T=To+Bt), (2) hyperbolic heating ( 1/T = 1/To-αt ) and (3) step
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heating ( isothermal

desorption, T = Tl

(t〉0) ). In these

heating pattems, the

desorption curves for

step heating tests can

be analyzed most

easily since the

parameters l血ich

depend on temperature

are constant血ring

Vacuum

(3)

recombination

･■;-

Fig･6 Simplified mechanisms of gas desorption behavior.

descrption. Typical step desorption curves for various mechanisms are sho甘n in

Fig.7. Not only the kinetic parameters but also the infomation to define the

release mechanisms canbe received from the change of desorption rates for each

temperature.

By the discussions on the rate-determining step of desorption [2,3】,

thermal desorption of deuteritm for peaks l and Ⅲ may controlled by pore and

bulk diffusion, respectively. Theoretica11y, the desorption rate,

R(STPcm3/see), at each constant temperature can be given by the folloving

equations [4]:

for the pore diffusion througha graphite sheet ( peak Ⅱ ),

RⅡ(t) =4･06 × 10~` トit(÷
n!.

1

(2n-1)
2 exp(

(2n-i) 27T2

12 DLt))]
∫ (2)

for the bulk diffusion within graphite filler grains ( peak Ⅲ ),

Rn(t, -4･92
×

10-2L%t(÷蓋(fg芸÷exp(-DⅢt)))]
I (3)

where 1 (cm) is the thickness of the graphite sheet, D(cm2/see) is the difflユSion

coefficient of deuteritm in graphite, t(see) is the desorption time, f9 1S the
●

volumetric fraction of grains vith each radiusIand r? is the radius of a

graphite filler grain. The values of 4.06 × 10~` and 4.92 × 10-2 were derived
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fr･om the deuterium amount given in Fig.5 and the mass of the sample. The

theoretical desorption curves have been calculated by
eqs.(2) and (3). The

results obtained by fitting of theoretical curves to the experimental data are

shown in Fig.8. The diffusion coefficients were also determined by fitting. As

a reslユ1t, the pore diffusion coefficient, DⅡ(cm2/see), and the bulk diffusion

coefficient, DE((Cm2/see) are expressed by

DⅡ ≡ 1800 × exp卜29(kca1/mol)/RT] (300-500 ℃), (4)

DⅡ ≡ I.69 × exp卜60(kcal/mol)/RT】 (500-900 ℃). (5)

The thermal desorption curves of deuterium at a heating rate of 10 oC/min

were calculated from
eqs.(2), (3), (4) and (5) with temperature extrapolation.

The result is glVen in Fig.9. As shown here, the experimental and theoretical

desorption curves correspond well.
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The reported values of bulk diffusion coefficient of hydrogen isotopes in

graphite are glVen in Fi‡.10. I)iffusion coefficients of deuteriⅦm obtained in

t九e present vork are much larger than those for tritium reported by several

authors. This discrepancy may be attributed to the follot)1ng reasons.

(1) neutron irradiation effect

The reported data were determined almost for tritium diffusion mainly

produced by 3He(A,p)3H or 6Li(A,α)3H reaction. Namely, if the nelltrOn

irradiation produ.ces many defects as the diffusion barrier, it vilュ cause a

low diffusion coefficient and a highactivation energy.

(2) isotope effect

DifftlSion of deuterium in graphite should be faster thanthe tritiⅧ

diffusion due to the isotope effects.

(3) presence of traps vith high

binding energleS

(concentration should be lov)

The concentration of

trititm in graphite Would be

much lover compared with the

deuterium amount studied h'3re.

Then the diffusion coefficient

of tritiⅧ in graphite will be

rather small, if a certain

amount of traps with high

binding energleS exists in a

graphite sample. It is

suggestiveand consistent

that the retention of

deuteritlm in P∝O AXF-5Q

graphite did not show the

pressure dependence below

Temperature (oC )

Fig.10 Diffusion coefficients of trititm in

various types 0f graphite as a function of

temperature ･

(a),(e),(f): Saeki 【5】,(b),(j): Causey et al･川

(c),(d),(h): Saeki [6】, (g) : R6hrig et al･【7】

(i) : Halka et al･【8】
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66.0 Pa r9]. This pressure range is much lower than that for the present

study and saturated concentration of 16 ppm is also slgnificantly low.

By using the diffusion data and eq. (1) ,
deuterium uptaking behavior for various

exposure times was esti.mated as

a function of exposure

temperattlre. As shotm in Fig.ll

a shorter exposure time causes

the maximum temperature of

deutcritm retention to shift

toward higher temperature.

this figure,也e maximⅦl

temperature of deuterilm

From

retention with a 5-h exposure

time should be approximately

850 ℃, whereas the experimental

results show the maximum
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Fig. ll Predicted deuterium retention curves

for graphite exposed at various

temperaturesunder D, gas pressure of

temperature to be 700 ℃ ( Fig.3 ). 60 kPa.

4. Future work

Further study will be requlred for the following items:

(1) Solubility measurements on hydrogen in various types of graphite

･

effects of grapbitization

･

effects of grain size, e上c.

(2) Migration mechanisms of hydrogen in graphite

･ diffusion path ( microscopic )

｡ cbem主cal interactions

(3) Chemical state of hydrogen trapping sites

･ trap binding energy
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(4) Neutron irradiation effects

･ hydrogen solubility in graphite

●

･ hydrogen diffusivity ln graphite

(5) Simulation of hydrogen recycling on graphiteunder various conditions

5. Conclusions

The absorption and desorption of deuterium on graphite were studied on

isotropIC graphite exposed to a deuteritm gas atmosphere at elevated

temperatures. The results obtained in the present study are sⅧmarized as

follows:

(1) The solubility of deuteritm obeys the Sievert-s low which is.･

S(STPcm3/g) = 1.9 × 10~4 P)/2(Pa) exp[4.5(kcal/mol)/RT]

(850-1050 ℃, 2.5-13 kPa).

(2) Thermaldesorption of deuterium will be controlled by the pore diffusion

throughthe graphite sheet ( lower temperatures:
-450℃ ) and the bulk

diffusion Within the graphite filler grains ( higher temperatures:

-920℃ ).

(3) Diffusion coefficients of deuteritm in graphite canbe expressed by the

equations:

pore diffusion : Dz[(cm2/see) ≡ 1800 exp卜29(kcal/mol)/RT] (300-500 ℃) ,

bulk difftlSion

･
.

D正(Cm2/see) = 1.69 exp卜60(kcal/mol)/RT] (500-900 ℃).
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A Basic Experiment and Modelling on the =nteraction

of Hydrogen Plasma with Carbon Films

Hideo Sugai, Shinji Yoshida and Hi]=otaka Toyoda

Department of Electrical EnglP.eering, Nagoya University
●

Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01. Japan

Abstract

H2 and DH release was

pulsed deuter土um discharge

film deposited wall. A

hydrogen was desorbed from

phous carbori (a-C:H) deposi

admixed methane d土schar9e.

a strong pumping effect was

case of films deposited by

investigated in a

over a carbon-thln-
1arge quantity of

hydrogenated amor-

ted by a hydrog･?n-

On the other hand.

observed 土n the

a helium-admixed

discharge. The wall-pumping
buted to the presence

effect was attri-

of interstiヒ土al

vacancies rather than dangling bonds 土n the

films. A dynamic model of hydrogen release

and retention for a-C:H layers is proposed.

Corresponding calculations yield satisfactory

agreement with observations when utilizing

appropriate rate constants for trappln9 and
●

detrapplng.

Recently, the in situ deposition of a-C:H films on the entire

inner surface of nuclear fusion devices has been developed as a

new method of wall conditioning (carbonization). =n a fusion

device. however. the first wall is exposed to a h土9h flux of

energetic hydrogen ions. As a result, a large quantity of

hydrogen is rぐIeased from a-C:H films, yielding a
serious problem

of hydrogen recycling. The dynamic behavior of hydrogen in a-C:H

layer has not been we11 understood with respect to hydrogen

implantation, trapping, diffusion, recombination to molecules.

and release of 七he molecules. 工n this paper we present

experimental data supporting molecule formation by hydrogen

abstraction in a-C:H films. でhe lmpor七ance of lnterstitial

trapping and detrapplng Process in the modeling of ion-induced

release and retention of hydro9enS Wlll also be sbっwn.

An experiment on the interaction of a hydrogen plasma with

a-C:H films was performed in a stainless steel toroidal vessel in

order to simulate a nuclear fusion device in a toroidal geometry.

The apparatus 土s equlpped with a turbomolecular pump system and
●

a differentially pumped quadrupole mass analyzer (QMA). An a-C:H

film of about 500 Å thickness was deposited on the whole 土nner

wall area using a dc glow discharge (voltage Vd= 350 V, current

工d= 1.0 A) in a9aS mixture of lO亀 CH4 土n H2 0r He at 5 mTorr

total pressure. After the film was deposited, D2 gaS Was

introduced at the flow rate Q= 25 m1/min and a pulsed glow

discharge (Vd=300V, =d= 0.l-1.5 A, 70 sec pulse width) Was

turned on in order to inveE.tigate the hydrogen recycling

properties of a-C:H films･ The energy of ions implnglng the

films was about 300 eV.

Firstl the a-C:H films formed by the hydrogen-admixed
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(cH4/H2) discharge were exposed to

a pulsed D2 discharge･ The solid
lines in Fig. 1(a) indicate the

time evolutions of七he DHI H21 and
total pressures after turn-on

of
the 0.2A-70sec discharge pulse. A

similar experiment was performed
on a-C:H films formed by the

helium-admixed (CH4/He) discharg?･
The results obtained are shown ln

Fig. 1(b), where a drastic de-

crease in the total pressure was

observed with the 0.2A-70sec dis-

charge pulse.

The deuterium ion irradiation

gives rise to free hydrogen atoms
detrapped from the interst土tial or

bonded sites′ 土n proportion to the

discharge current =d･ There are

two possible mechan土sms of hydro-

gen molecule formation: (a) a

recombinat土on of two free hydrogen

atoms and (b) a hydrogen abstrac-
tion. where a detrapped free atom
or an incident D-atom recomb土nes

with a bonded hydrogen or with an

interstitially trapped hydrogen.

However′ the former takes place in

proportion to =d2 and the latter

土n proportion to工d･でhe observed
linear dependence of H2 and DH

desorptions supports molecule for-

mation by the hydrogen abstraction

prOCeSS｡
=n order to model the hydrogen

behavior, we define six rate cons-

tants of reactions : α and β for

chemical abstraction processes, o

and u for physical detrappln9. and
■
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the H2' D2'

alld total pressures during a D2 pulsed

discharge (a ) after hydrogen-admixed

carbonization and (b) after heliuLZ7-admixed

carboni2:ation.
together with (c) the DH

and H2 desorption flux from a-C:ll films

deposited by helium-admixed carboni2:ation.

solid lines indicate the● measured values

and dashed lines the numerical sっ1utions.

y and p for trapping, at
コ

carbon-bonded and 土nterstitial sites. respectively. でbe model is

based on bulk molecule formation by hydrogen abstraction followed

by rapid molecular diffusion through the a-C:H network,

neglecting the depth profile and the diffusion of free hydrogen

atoms. Thus, we have eight rate equations governing the

densities of the bonded,土nterst土t土al, and free Ⅰト and D-atoms,

together with the densities of interstitial vacancies and
dangling bonds. Utilizing this set of equations, an initial

value problem for the pulsed deuter土um ion incidence flux was

solved.
A satisfactory agreement between the experimental data aTld

the model was obtained for the best fit parameters of rate

constants, i.e.. chemical abstraction rate β= (2.5-2.8)×10-16
cm2s-1J physical detrapplng rate U= (1.3-2.2)×10-16cm2s-1,
interstitial trapping rate p= (3-40)×10~16 cm2s~1. and with the

trapping rate to dangling bonds is rather flexible (y= 15xlO-16

;ご三…;1まこF琵?17a?Te三三芸a‡ぷチut謡…stai…;l去n≡三≡……≡di
｡誓y2ぷ冒.1曾a…mh≡望
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for hydrogen-admixed carbonization corresponds to the H-atom

content within the deuterium-ion-implantation range of ～70 A

estimated in the TRIM code simulation. The films formed by a

heliun7-admixed discharge contain a large number of interstitial

vacancies, which leads to the pumping effect. The vacancies are
t

considered to arise froln the helium-ion induced detrapplng Of

hydrogen during the carbonization process.
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EFFECTS OF Eト;ERGETIC Iぎ,:)Pし了RITIES ON TfiE DIFFuSION OF

NITROGEN IN FIRST UALL CANDIDATES

r:7. Nunogaki. Y. 1くul､atOmi. H.Suezaua alld. I(. Miyazaki

Depart)T)tnt O1- NuL･1ear E:ngineering. Osaka university,

コー1 YallJadaoka. Suita. Osaka 565. Japall

Tlle Sullfaces of first Malls are contaminated with

val'ious killds of impurities il一 relation to walls. Such

impurities in the surface layel､S Of walls may glVe a‡l

influellぐe On the adsolーption alld diffusiol1 0f some atoms sucll

as H. N. 0. C etc in the wall materials.

We investigated the effe(.Its of Ti,

pre-implanted to 316SS and pure aluminium T弓r'l.軍事?_?等号ぎ軍冒ヲ_i_冒
Ar alld Mo ioIIS

nitrogen by applying the subsequent surface nitridation

therlJ. The

thickness

implanted

The

tat)し11ated

llal-dlほS5

in Fig.2

change ill

effect5 Were examined by measurillg the hardness

of tlle I】itrogen coJTJpOund layers fol､Illed in

surface5..

l1 0r
)

to

and

the

experimental condit.ions for 316SS and AI were

in Fig.1 and 3. respectively. The variations in the

and thickness of nitrogeII COmPOund layers were shown

and ･壬
for 316SS and Al. Ⅰ'espeetively. The relative

hardness was plotted as the ratio of the hardness

of 11itl､OgeII COmPOun(i to that of the annealed raw mat.Crial.

It. was observed in Fig.2 that the i)7IPurity

irnplalltation had little effect on the haI､dness but tlle

thicklleSS incI'eaSed rema【'kably fr･om 25unl in the un-implanted

specimen to al)out 40um with Ti and N., ions implantat.ioll･
▲lll一

It was illtereSting to filld in Fig･4 that Tulo･ Ti and Nっ

ions implantation made nitridation of pure AI possible2).
-

Thc kind of ion species and the ion fluence changed the

hardlleSS and thickness. The average ratio of the maxir(Jum

hardness to ull-implallted AI was about 2.8 coIIStant. The

tllicknerJ･S reached about<1m)TJ Or･ InOre in maximt川1 With a Tl.･1o ion

fluence of 2E16 ions/cm

As the results. it bJ'aS revealed that intel:metallic

compounds. intel'･Stitials alld defects created by the

bombardment of impurites seemed to enhance the a(1sorption

and diffusion of nitrogen in :316SS and aluminum.
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Design of Boundary Plasmas fTorControl ofPlasma-Wall lnteractions

Takaichi Kawamura

lnstitute ofPlasma Physics, Nagoya Universlty, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
● ■

The selection of the TlrSt Wall materials ofafusion device is important not only

in view oftbe reactor englneerlng but also in view or払e core plasma perfわrmance
● ●

in a device. The key 1SSueS Of the selection criteria of the materials for the control
●

of the core plasma condition arethe hydrogen recycling properties of materials

and their characteristics as impurities intermlngled intothe core plas血a. As for
●

the latter issue the efTICiency of radiation cooling and the reduction of the

Substantial P-value dueもo the dilution of a DT plasIllq Are specially signirlCant.

From the reactor englneering Viewpoint the speed of erosion and the toughness
● ●

against highparticle and heat nuxes should be remarked. In order to match the

requests from the above two sides of viewpoints we need to design a desirable

boundary plasma forthe control of plasma-wall interaction at the first wall

surface.

We here describe a simple model analysis to explainthe relation between the

erosion speed and the steady impurity fraction in the core plasma. The hydrogen

ion current from the core plasma to the TlrSt Wall in the steady stateI Ji, is

approximately glVen by
●

J･ =n･V'/tl ･
1 1

(1)

where ni is the average hydrogen ion density in the core plasma,-i is theglobal

hydrogen ion confinement time and V is the core plasma volume. Suppose S be an

erosion speed (atoms / hydrogen) of the rlrSt Wall material due to the hydrogen ion

bombardment, for example, a sputtering yield, and e be the screenlng Coefficient
●

due to the boundary plasma･ Therefore cSJi becomes the impurity injection

current (atoms / see) intothe core plasma. Whenthelmpurity fraction also
●

reaches the steady state,the balance relation, cSJi
=

nIV/ -cl holds, where nI IS

the average impurity density in the core plasma and ℃l is the impurity particle

conTlnement time. Then, from the above balance relationand Eq. (1) we have

nI

_=esきa. t.
1 1
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If we assume that tl lS Of the order of -p, the impurity fraction in the steady
●

state approximately become.s fTI≡ nl / ni =ゴCS･

Theallowable impurity丘action inthe core plasma has a maximum value

flmaX,which is determined by the power balance between the energy loss mainly

due to the radiation loss and the a-particle heating. And this value is a

characteristic quantity of the kind of impurities. If we consider an allowable

impurity fraction fi≡ nI / ni =

eS,then we have the inequality,

fl
--

eS ≦ flmaX
(3)

From this relation we can have a condition for the screening efficiency of

impurities generated from the TlrSt Wall as

8≦ FImaX/s ･

(4)

The value flmaX/S is a quantity referred as the Tlgure Of merit of the wall

materiall,2), where the erosion rate S andthe value flm8Ⅹ/Sitselfare functions of

t,he temperature of the boundary plasma near the first wall surfTace. Therefore,

the condition (4) is also rewritten for the condition of the boundary plasma

temperature TB･ That is,

S(TB)≦ flm肌/8 ･

(5)

For a toroidal device with a divertor or limiter, the screening efrlCiency

depends on the nature of the scrape10ff layer plasma. If neutral impurity atoms

sputtered鉦om the first wall are ionized inside the scrape-oLr layer, they goalong

the magnetic field lines and have probabilitieswith which they reachthe divertor

plate or limiter side. In the scrape-off layer ionized impurities also dri氏across

the field lines owing tO the anomalous di仇1Sion. From the numerical and
●

statisticalanalysis on such impurity behavior we caneSt･,imate the impurity

screenlng efTICiency of the scrape-off layer for the control of tb.e plasma-wall
■

interaction2･3 ,4).
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Plasna - First Wall
■

Engineering Research

Fuel Dynamics Study

Laboratory, Univer'sity

Masanori Tsuchimoto and Satoru Tanaka

at Nuclear

of Tokyo

Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, Faculty of
Engineering, University of Tokyo, 2-22, Shirakata-Shirane,

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, =baraki-ken. 319-ll
, Japan

Recent activities and one of plans for plasma-first

wall fuel dynamics research at Nuclear Engineering Research
●

Laboratory are reported.

There are many experimental results and nemerical

analyses for plasma-wall interact土ons 【1】. One of the

experiments concerning reactor engineering is performed by
●

R. Conn et a1. using the PISCES facility in UCLA [2]. They

also examined a practical pump limiter module in the TEXTOR

reactor and analy2:e it numerically [3]. Our group has been

studying particle transport phenomena near the first wall of
a fusion reactor. Both experimental and numerical analyses

are planned. Figure 1 shows an apparatus for hydrogen ion

bombarding experiments. Ion source used in this study is a

Kaufman type as shown in Fig.2 and its particle energy is

about 50-100[eV】 and current density about 0.1-1.0[mA/cm2･].
We plan to use one port in order to perform exhaust

experiments. On the other hand. numerical analyses and
boundary plasma modeling are also being conducted by using
two dimensional model to study particle transport near a

pump limiter or a divertor shewn in Fig.3. Effects of many

processes. reflection , reconb土nation. absorptlon ,

desorption, plasma seath, sputtering, diffusion, recycling,

behavior of impurity and neutral particles. e上c. are 土mposed

to boundary conditions. Comb土nat土ons of both experimental

results and numerical analyses are considered to clarify the

fuel dynamics.
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Fig.1 Experimental apparatus

Fig.2 Kaufman type ion source
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A Brief Review of the PWI SiTnulation

yasunori YAMAMURA*

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University,

Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

The basic physical processes of the PWI sim111ation problem are the slow-

ing down process of &n energetic particle and the thermal (diffusion)

process of a thermalized particle. The former slowing down process

finished roughly before 1 psec. After the slowing down process the thermal

phase begins to start. Then, the existing PWI simulation codes can be

classified into two groups, i.e., the sim111ation code of the slowing down

process and the diffusion calculation (see Table 1). Almost all slowing

down simulation codes do not include the diffusion process卜8I While the

standard diffusion calculations use the spatial distribution of thermalized

particles at the end o王 the collisional phase as a source term9,10,11･

From the viewpoint of the method how to follow the trajectories of a

slowing down ion and produced recoils, moreover, モhe slowing-down sim111

tion codes can be classified into two groups, 1.e., the space-evolutional

treatment and the time-evolutional treatment. The typical codes of the

former category are TRIM1, MARLOWE2, ACAT3 and ACOCT4 which are based on

the binary Collision approximation. The typical example of the latter

category is the molecular dynamics (MD) method such as GRAPE13, where the

simultaneous Newtonian equations are numerically solved.

*
permanent address:

Okayama University of Science, Ridai-cho, Okayama 700. Japan.
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In order to investigate the non-linear effect in a dense cascadft.

recentlyl the DYACAT15 and DYACOCT16 codes have been proposed, where the

trajectories of slowing down process are foilowed time-evolutionally

within the binary collision approximation. The comparison of the DYACOCT

code with the molecular dynamics and the MARLOWE code is shown in Table 2,

where M, I, V, and T mean a energetic moving particle, an interstitial,

vacancy and a lattice atoIⅥ at rest, respectively.

As the Llumerical code of the thermal (diffusion) process, the DIFFUSE9

code is very famous. This code is Successfully applied to the hydrogen

recycling problem, where the following equations are numerically solved for

the j-th solute ej(Ⅹ･t):

愈

∂ ej(Ⅹ･t)

≡ ∇ 〔Dj∇cj(Ⅹ･t)〕 +Gj(Ⅹ･tO) -∑
∂ t

∂ eTjl(Ⅹ･t)

∂ t

,
(1)

which is Fickls law with source and trapping terms･ Here, to is the ini-

tial starting time･ cTjl(x･t) is the concentration of the j-th solute

trapped in the卜th trapping site･ Gj(Ⅹ, tO) is the initial spatial dis-

tribution of the j-th solute･ Dj is the diffusion constant of the j-th

solute.

夢up-to-now,aS the typical PWI simulation～codes we have TRIDYN17･ EVOLVE18

and ACAT-DIFFUSE19 Codes. These Codes Can treat the high dose effects which

bring out the material change during the ion bombardment. The TRIDYN and

EVOLVE codes do not include the effect o王 the diffuison process of thermal-

ized atoms, but the ACAT-DIFFUSE code is aL hyBrid code of the ACAT code and

the DIFFUSE Code.

In conclusionl the prospective PWI simulation code should inclllde

various physica! processes such as slowing down process of aLn energetic

particle, diffusion and 革egregation process, chemical reaction, and heat

transfer. At the sam号 time the卓ifftlSion equation should be numerically
i正
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solved in the three dimension system. Another important feature of the

prospective PWI simulation is the hybridization between various existing

codes. For example, we should develop a hybrid simulation code which can

describe the energy- and particle-balance between the first wall and the

scrape-off layer.
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Table 1 The Py‡ simulation codes

SLOWING DOWN PROCESS

SPACE EVOLUTIO帖L TI惜別OLUTIO帖L

CASCADE CASCADE

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENR

BIANRY COLLISION APPRO‡IMATION MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

暑RANDO稚
TARGET

CRYSTAL RANDOM CRYSTAL GRAPE
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ACAT ACOCT

Betz Shulga

Shimizu flautala

Guinan A Kinney

Averback

DYACAT DYACOCT Baskes

King 良 Benedek
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Table 2 Comparison of the DYACOCT code With the MD calc111ation

and the MARLOWE code
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Thff 5t∂tl!S alld ぐ1ata rleeds of spしItteri11g for fusion

Reiji Yamada

･Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute. Tokai-mura.. Ibaraki-

ken. Japan

Phy5'ical and chemical sputtering r'elevant to the fir･st

wall materials of fusioil devices are reviewed. The presellt.

status of yield data of low-Z(C. B, Be) and high-Z(r･J]0. U)

materials is briefly described. The data needs of sputtering

foI' fusion are also pointed out. The influence of oxygen that

inevitably exists in the devices on sputtering is stressed.

1. Physical sputtering

The data of physical sputtering yields are fairly well

accumulated and compiled at least under normal incidence of

energetic particles and at ambient target temperature. For

compilation we can see. for. example. the work of Nagoya

group[1] and of Gar-ching group[2].

Empirical formulas for calculating sputter'ing yields are

also (leveloped[1,2]. The calculated value5 fit fairly well

with experimental data. TlleSe formulas can thus be used in

various calculation codes for estimating sputtering yields. In

low energy region(く100 eV). however. SOme discrepan(:y still

exists: if we focus on candidate plasma facing materials such

as a. Be. U. the sputtering yields of Be are smaller' than cal-

culated ones for H+･ D+･ He+ bombardりeTltS･ and that of U is

also smaller for 0+ bombardment[1】. The former results show

that the theoretical treatment fort lout-Z targets bombarded

with low eneI､gy light ions is stil.1 insufficien･t. The latter

one indicates that oxygen has an influence on sputtering. 1n

the case of B the lack of sputtering data in ener'gy region

les5 than 10 keV 主5 5eVere.
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There are data indicating

but a150 0ther ion bombardⅥlellt5

effects on sputtering due to

layer, dilution of constituent

binding energy. In the case of

Liptake suppresses Ar+
/sputtering

whereas it enhances the yields

that not onl.y 0+ bombar･dment

under oxygen atmosphere have

for･matior1 0f volatile oxide

atoms arid change of surface

Mo[3.4]. for example. oxygen

yields at room temperaじure,

at about 500 C due to i()n-

assisted evaporation of Moo and MoO2･ At higher･

temperature(1400 C) the ion-assisted evaporation asyn-JptOti-

cally increases with increasing oxygen pressure and becomes

identicaLI with thermally activat.ed evapora.t.ion.

In the tokamak machines the plaslna facing mateI､ials a･t

high temperature will be bombarded not only h'ith oxygen ions

but also uith fuel ions and impuI'ity ion5 un(1er' ()ゝyg■en partia一

pressure originated from various oxygen soLll･Ce.'i'. HcnI:e. the

enhancement of erosion must be possible in a cer'tain (-I･Omli-

tion. In that respect.. experiment.al data are 一imit.ed.

The data of angular dependence of sputterir)g yJ'elds are

compiled and an empirical fornlula for therm ]'s proposedr5]. The

agreement betueen the calculated yields and the experimeⅠ1tal

data is 5年tisfactory. still the available dat.a ar'e llO-t ne(.'eS-

sarily enough in comparison with the dal.a of the 110rmal in-

cidence. The compilation of angular distribution of sputtered

atoms is nou in progress[6]. The above experiJT)ental data are

also insuffiLlient･ The influen(:e o} oxygen upt･arke on the an-

gular dependence of sputtering yields and on the angular dis-

tribution of sputtered atoms are yet uncleal､.

2 Chemical sputtering

Among ion-as'sisted chemical reactions occurr･ing during

ion bombardment the chemical sputtering of carbon has been

most intensively studied from impurity problem r-elevant to fu-

sion. In last 10 years at least the cllemical sputterillg yie.1(i

data for H+(D+) bombardment have been
.1CCumtJlated ancl
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compiled[7-11]. The data are somewhat scattered among inves-

tigators. compared with the accuracy of physical sputtering

data. With respect to the data of temperature and energy de-

pendence of the CH4(CD4) production 1/iel(i･ howeverI We Can Say

that the agreement is rather good. corISidering■ chemical reac-

tions are much more influenced by experimental conditions than

ph〉~sical proce5Se5.

SeveI'al mode15 Were proposed to explain CH4 formation due

to impact of energetic hydrogell ions[12-17]. Every model can

explain the exper'imental temperature dependence and obtain an

expres5ioll for the temperatui･e(Tm) at wbiく=h the (二H4 prOduction

yield ha5 a maXimuIⅥ. The key experimelltal data to evaluate the

effec†ive11e55 0f the models are the flux dependence; tlle

general trelld of experimental resul'ts is that with iIICreaSillg

flux, CトⅠ4 yield increases (く5xlO14 =/cm2sec) and be(:omes

plateau and then decreases ()5xlO15 H/cm2sec). The present

models have limitations for their application to t.he flux de-

pendence. alld tllu5 tbere i5 nO model to explain the above

results as a whole. The data needs of flux dependence are high

not only for the elaboration of chemical sputtering theory

but also for the practical designing of carbon limiters suf-

fering from high flu): irradiation. The data of flux depen-

dence have still some ambiguities. To obtain much more precise

data it is necessary to measure them unde言､ the same colldition

as much a5 POSSible. It is so far difficult to be performed in

a wide rallge Of flux(1012-1020 H/cm2sec).

Recently netd results have been reported'･ (1) CD4 PrOduc-

tion yield exceed5 the plly5ica1 5putteriI19 yield even at I､00m

temperature if the deuteron energy is less tharl 100 eV[18];

(2) C2 hydroCarbon production becomes larger in low proton

energy region(200-500 eV) than in Rev region[17.19]. Tn for-na-

tion on the chemical sputtering at room temperature is still

limited, and some discrepancy exists in botll idelitific'ati()n of

the species of C2 11ydrocaI､bons and quantitative determinatiotl

of individual yields[17.19]. F･jluch efforts a)､e required t() in-
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vestigate them in detail although there are expel､imental dif-

ficulties coming fr'om small production yields at room tempera-

ture as Nell as from illdirect deter川illation of C,i hydr()carbon

5peCie5.

Synergistic effects are of importance on carbon erosion.

One of them is enhancement of erosion by simultaneous atomi(:

hydrogen and energ■etic particle bombardment. and ∂notller is

radiation-enhanced sublimation at target terJlper･atureS 〉1100 t(.

While the knowledge of the synerg■istic effec･ts has beell aC-

cumulat.ed. the el､OSion data in the elleI,gy range between sub-eV

and 100 eV are insufficient. which will give lI)uCh more insight

into radiation effects on chellliral 1､eaCtion5. It i5 Stillし1れ-

clear that erosion r･ates of radiation-enhanced sublimation

Mould be similar to erosion rates at near sublirnation tem-

perature estimated from the vapor pressure. Tt must be

clarified because of the importance of estimatillg high tem-

perature erosion for selecting a carbon material for limit.er

material suffering from high heat flux. Jn that l'eSPeCt. the

influence of oxygen on erosion should be agairl emphasized.
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Yoshida tlonmachi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606 Japan

tn 1960Ts were carried out a few works on temperature dependence of the

metal sputtering by heavy-ion bonbardment[1-6]. These revealed that the

yield variations were within ±307o in the temperature range of T/Tn'0･6, where

㌔ represents the meュting point of respective metals･工t has, however, been

shown by simulation calculation【7,8] that a large part of sputtered atoms

by light-ion bo血bardment consists of 亡be primary or secondary knocked-on

atoms. Furthermore the sputtering yield of metals usually has a maximum at

the incident energy of 1-10 keV[9]and are 0.O1-0.1 atons･ion-i for light-

-1ion bombardment, whereas those for heavy-ion impact are 1-10 atoms●ion .

This fact implies accumulation of implanted light-ions in a target material

and, in connection with the results of simulation calculation, this accuttlu-

1ation would sugges亡 tba亡dl托eren亡 亡renS ln temperature dependence co111d be

expected for the sputtering yield by light-ion bombardment.

Variations of sputtering yield with fluence and temperature, T, were

measured for metals of Mo[10], W, Nb[11], Zr and V, respectively, by using

a flux of rblxlO15 cm-2･s-1 of the 25 key Ire-ions, a UtlV irradiation chamber

(pressure<5X10-7 pa) and a collector method we developed[10]. The number of

collected atoms was determined by a conventional RBS ne亡hod. Sticking prob-
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ability of sputtered atoms onto a carbon collector was obtained by the same

method described elsewhere[12]. The values obtained for Mo, W, Nb and Zr

are 0.82±0.03, 0.97±0.01, 0.97±0.01 and 0.96±0.01, respectively. The experi一

mental arrangement for irradiation is shown scbema亡ically in fig.1. We

measured the sputtering yield for six steps of fluence, i.e., 0.1, 0.i, 0.2,

o･3I O･3 and 0.3 C of He+I by using six sets of a collector array wbicb was

composed of eight collectors at loo-80o with respect to the normal of a

target so as to measure the angular yields shown in fig.2-6. Angular distri-

bution changed often drastically its pattern as fluence increased.When we

discuss quantitatively on the sputtering yield at corresponding fluence step

patterns of angular distributioll Should be taken into account, because a

violent distribution would not result in a correct yield by the present col-

1ector method.

The sputtering yield at elevated temperatures for each metal are shom

in figs.7(a),(ち),(c) and (d) as a function o王 fluence. The yield observed

increases with fluence and reaches a saturation level except Nb(770 K)- and

V-data. This tendency seems to be more remarkable as tbe 亡emperature is

raised. An anotheエーbebavior is seen in fig.7(d) of V, where the yield at

1100 K and 1270 K contrarily decreases with fluence and reaches a level.

The value of saturation level I(T) at T was determined by averaging the

ield of 4th to 6th steps of fluence. The saturated yields of four metals

except V are shom in figs.8-ll as a function of T. I(I) of Mo, Nb and Zr

varied remarkably with temperature, whereas that of W was constant in the

temperature range concerned. 工n particular I(T) of I4o increased exponentially

in the range of 300- 1300 K and the value of I(1220)/I(350) was 3.i. For

Nb and Zr I(T) varied similarly with temperature and had a maxinun at about

900 K. The largest change in I(T)-s was 507. or TnOre for both metals in the

range of 370-1300 K. The error of all experimental data shown in fig.8-ll
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is as large as a size of each full circle.

Fina11y we canpoint out the following remarks:

i) At the energy lower than 25 key the change greater than 1007. can probably

be expected in the sputtering yield at high fluence and high temperature･

tlence their effects should be examjned in a more wide energy range, partic･-

ularly in the range of i keV or lower.

2) In order to investigate the accumulation effect of implanted He atoms on

the sputtering yield, an in situ observation of tie concentration at the

surface layer should be performed by an appropriate method, e.g. , Elastic

Recoil I)e亡ec亡ion(ERD) using an energetic heavy-ion beam.

3) Al亡bougb hydrogen atoms can diffuse into a metal vitb nuch larger proba-

bility than helium atoms under the adequate thernodynanical conditions, it

should be confirmed whether the similar phenomena described in this report

are induced or no亡by亡he bo血bardment of hydrogen ions or helium-hydrogen

mixed ions.
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Figure caption

£ig.1

fig.2

fig.3

fig.4

fig.5

fig.6

fig.7

fig.8

fig.9

fig.10

fig.ll

A schematic drawing of irradiation apparatus. On lower half is

shom separately a detail of 亡he target-collector assembly.

Angular distribution of sputtered Ilo-atoms at (a) 350 K and

(b) 1070 K. Words lst, 2nd,- - -

neanthe order of fluence step.

Angular distribution of sputtered W-atoms at 1200 K.

Angular distributiorL Of sputtered Nb-atoms at 470 K and 1200 K.

Angular distribution of sputtered Zr-atoms at 580 K and 1370 K.

Angular distribution of sputtered V-atoms at 600 K and 1100 K.

Variations of sputtering yield against tie-fluence; (a) Mo,

(b) Nb, (c) Zr, (d) V

Saturated sputtering yield of Ho against temperature in a linear

scale(a) and a semi-logari亡bmic scale(ち).工n (a) the solid line

represents the best fitted
one[10] which was given by the Kelly's

fornula【13], I(T)∝ (T+Ts)3/2expトL/(升Ts)], with a spike temper-

ature T=6800 K. tn(b) the best fitted function, I(T)-Aexp(-BT),

is shown by a solid line. The value of coefficien亡B=1.33×10-3K-1

has been well reproduced by a lattice vibration node1[10] based

on the results of Signund[14] and Sanders-Fluit[15]

Saturated spu亡亡ering yield of V agains亡 tempera亡ure. The solid

line deno亡es 亡he average.

Saturated sputtering yiled of Nb against temperature. Three lines

represent the calculated ones. Solid: lattice vibration node1[10],

B=1･9X10-3 K-l･ Broken: KellyTs fornula[13], Ts=7000 K･ Dotted:

sigmund-Szinonski,s fornula【16] I I(T)∝ (1+T/Ts)4exp卜L/(-s) ] ,

T =7000 K.
S

Saturated spu亡亡ering yield of Zr against temperature.
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Role of ion radiation-enhanced segregation and diffusion to

subsurface composition change of sputtered alloys

T.Koshikawa

Osaka Electro-Communication Univ., 18-8 日atsu, Neyagawa, Osaka

572, Japan

Surface compositional changes of alloys by ion sputtering

have been extensively studied owing to their importance in the

field of the plasma-wall interaction in the fusion reactor, thin

film preparation with sputtering, surface and interface analysis

with ion beam techniques, and so on. Recently ion radiation-

enhanced segregation (lRES) or Gibbsian segregation and ion

radiation-enhanced diffusion (IRED) were observed to be very im-

portant in compositional changes.

Me measured the depth profiles of AuO･56Cuo.44 alloys

sputtered with Ar ions at lower than room temperature, obtained

the IRED coefficients. Simulation results including IRES and IRED

are also tried to know the role of IRES and IRED to the composi-

tion change from the surface to the bulk.

In order to obtai

after steady state sp

∩ d

utte

epth

ring 忘Tot吉i且e;s.:吉saf芝uroa5仙台詫4taeふ吉…yra_

ctuaTne｡a;dJDt:r喜3amwiCtuhrT…ニtcSe;nr…三吉y昌ent空言t;l
l.3芸sw号昌.妄po完)…烹2モo2-k三石冒:●

Depth profiles were measured with low (60eV for Cu and 69eV for

Au) energy Auger peaks. The composition was coy･rected with cali-

bration curves obtained from the Au-Cu standard samples made by

coevaporation techniques.

TypICal experimental results of depth profiles measured with

low energy Auger peaks for chosen sample temperatures are shown

in Fig.1. Au is eny.iched at the surface, depleted ben･eath the

surface and then rises gradually to near bulk concentration.

Depth of the a一tered 一ayer depends on the samp一e tempersture.

This shows that segregation and diffusion play an important

role on compositional change at the subsurface of alloys sput-

tered with ions. From these results, the diffusion coefficient

and activation energy of IRED were estimated from this results

and used in the simulation of sputtering. The composition,

which was corrected by a deconvolution method, is shown in Fi

The figure shows the corrected composition depth profiles at

g.2

一ow

temperature. The concentration of Au at the surface is about
60-75 ato/o, dep一etes near the surface and increases gradual一y

with depth to the bulk composition. The altered depth strongly

depends on sputtering temperature. Corrected composition at the

to-surface is influenced by estimation of the depth derived from

the sputtering time. In this derivation, we should assume some

values, i.e., sputtering yield of an Au-Cu alloy, coincidence

of electron beam for Auger analysis with iufl beam for sputtering

and so on. This error is large, so values of 69-75 at% include

some ambiguity.

Fig.3 shows the simulation results of depth proT-iles.

The sputtering times are indicated. The ratio of the partia一

sputtering yiels is 1:1 (Au:Cu) and the
sample?emperature

is

153K. The ejected depth of the sputtered atoms IS 0.2nm. After

150s, the steady state profile うs reached. The Au concentration

at the top-sur･face and in the depleted layer are about 68 and 49

ate/o, respectively. The composition at the top-surface is slightly

different from the corrected value in Fig.2, and is whithin
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the error bars. The value for

that in Fig.2. In general, the

corrected profiles.
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Fig.3 Change of depth profiles

of Au simulated in our sputtering

model. The temperature is
-153K･

The ratio of partial sputtering

yield is 1:1 (Au:9u)･ -.TimeI-I

shows the sputterlng time after
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Present Status of Data CQ甲pilation on zon Backscattering

Tatsuo Tabata and Rinsuke =to

Osaka Prefectural Radiation ReseこrCh =nstitute

Sh土nke-cho′ Sakai, Osaka 593

Recent results are briefly described of the コ0土nt work made

at the =nstitute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, to compile

the data on the backscatterin9 COefficients of 土ons and to

develop empirical formulas for these coefficients. computer-

simulation data on light-ion backscattering at low energies and

both experimental and computer-simulation data on heavy-ion

backscattering have been added to t_he compilation. The computer-

simulation data for heavy ions have been found to show deviations

from a universal curve on to which experimental data are well

scaled.

ZmODt7C℡ZON

Part of the effort of Plasma-Wall Interaction Working Group at the

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, has been directed to a

joint work to compile data on the number and energy backscattering*

coefficients of ions 土ncident on solids. 工n the コOint work. emplrical

formulas have also been developed to facilitate interpolaion and

extrapolation of the data. The latest publication of the work is Ref. 1.

The work done after its publication is summarized ln the present report.

tfE甘 DATA

The following data have been added to the compilation of the

backscattering coefficientsl

･
.

(1) Computer-simulation data on light-ion backscattering at low

★Backscatterin9土s also called --reflection-- espec土ally in the community of

thermonuclear-fusion research.

1N･Jmerical data generated in the studies reported in Refs. 2, 3, ll and 12

have been provided by courtesy of Eckstein.
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energies2,
3) ･

∫

(2) Experimental data on heavy-ion backscatteringq-10) ･

′

(3) Computer-simulation data on heavy-ion backscattering･
ll, 12)

Here we call the ions with mass Hl>4 1Iheavy ions･ll These data as well as

the data compiled earlier are available on the data retrieval and display

system13) of theエnstitute of Plasma Physics; the name of the database is

BACKS. Computer-simulation data14) on the backscattering of
3He

ions are

in preparation for inclusion.

All the data described in Ref. 2 are also stored on microfiches at the

工nst土tute of plasma physics. ℡hese data include not only the total

backscatterin9 coefficients but also differential distributions of

backscattered particles over the energy Of the backscattered particles.

polar and azimuthal anglest as functions of incident polar angle and

ener9y･

The computer-simulation data for low energies2,3,ll,12) show a trend

that the number and energy backscatter土n9 coefficients decrease with

decreasing energy for energies below a few eV･ These data were obtained by

assuming a surface binding energy Es of 1 eV for all the materials･2) This

value of Es was adopted from the comparison of the results for different

values of Es with the result of the embedded atom-method reported by

Baskes.15) ℡也e latter result is available only for hydrogen ions incident

on the nickel target. ℡be low-energy data, therefore, have a rather large

uncertainty.

ENPェR工CAL FOru4UW

Possible Extension down to工一OW Ener91eS

The empirical formulas for the number and energy backscattering

coefficients at normal incidence 91Ven in Ref. 1 must be modified to make

them applicable down to ener91eS below 1 eV. ℡わe modification might be

achieved by multiplying them by a function that increases with increasing

energy and then reaches a saturation at a few eV (for example, a logistic

curve). This modification has not yet been tried because of the

uncertainty of the available data.

A Trial for Extension to Heavy エons

we have compared the empirical formulas in Ref･ 1 with the compiled

experimental data for heavy土ons. ℡也e result has shown that the formulas

hold rather good for 6≦o.5, where 6 is the ratio of the mass HI Of the
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incident ion to the mass M2 Of the target atom.

To extend the region Of 昂PPlicability of the formulas up to higher

values of 6, =to et a1.* have given the following formula for the number

backscattering coefficient RN Of ions at normal incidence=

RN･JG(E)/fN I
(1)

Here G(e) is ''the reduced backscattering coefficientf. common to number and

energy backscatteringr E is the Thomas-Fermi reduced energyt and fN is the

scaling factor for the number backscattering coefficient. These are given

by the following relations三
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F19. 1. Reduced backscatterin9 coefficient as a function of

reduced energy. Curve, the function G(C) given by Eq. (3),･

points in (a). experimental and computer-simulation data on the

nu∬血er backscattering coefficient of light ions multiplied by fN;

points in (b). experimental data on the number backscattering

coefficient of heavy ions multiplied by fN (Refs･ 4-10; Brunn昌els

data9) at low energies have been excluded because of the dubious

dependence on energy).

★R.エto. T. Tabata, K. Morita and H. Tawara, read at the Autumn Z4eeting of

the physical Society of Japan, Cbiba. October. 1985.
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Fig. 2. Reduced

backscattering coefficient

as a function of reduced

energy. Curve. the

function G(E) given by Eq.

(3) ,･ points, computer-

simulation data of Eckstein

and Biersack multiplied by

fN･
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e=32.534EM2/【 (比1+M2)ZIZ2(Z12/3+z22/3)
1/2】

G(E)=1/【1+(E/0.104)0･577+(e/o.730)
1･5]

fN=Z12/3Ml-1/2(pa/pt)p2(1+P)-2/v ･

(2)

(3)

(4)

=n Eqs. (2) and (4), Zl and Z2 are the atomic nu血bers of the incident ion

and the target atom,･ pa/pt is the ratio, as defined in Ref･ 1, of an

approximate expression to a more accurate expression for the range of the

ion in the target material (the former expression assumes the

velocity-proportional stopping Of the LSS theory for all the energies,

which brings about a simple scaling),･リand V are given by

P-M2/M 1

v=(1+24.1u-3･995)/(I./[ (1叫) (e/1.84+1) I

+(1+p)3e/[p3(1-3/2p+0.90/p2+1/2p3) (e+13.3) ].1 .

(5)

(6)

The scaling factor fN has been determined semiemplrically by taking

into account wedell-s result of an extended single-collision model16 to

some extent (the definition and the behavior of y at low energies are much

different from those of the funetion中o given by Wedell). ℡his scaling

brings the available experimental data up to 6-4.8 on to a single curve
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Table 1. =on-target combinations of available data on the

number backscatterin9 COefficient of heavy ions incident on solid
ヽ

Surfaces･ c, computer-simulation data
available,･屯. computer-

simulation data for ''self-backscatteringf' (6=1) available,･ e,

experimental data availablet･ xr both computer-simulation and

experimental data available. For the entries below the symbolも,
6 is larger than unity･

Target

=on 工一iBe C AISiTiNiCu Ge Zr Ho Ag Sm W Au Hg U

7Li屯
7Be

屯

‡…喜 屯

20
Ne

23Na

2ヰNa

28si

-OAr

38Ⅹ

ヰ2K

叫R

58Ni

75Br

帥Br

帥Ⅹr

81Rb

88Rb

89Rb

9 8Mo

132Ⅹe

125cs

130cs

138cs

l帥w

222Rn

238u

C C C C C

(6>1]

C

e e

【6く1】

C

e

e X e

屯
C C C C

e e e

も

e

C

e

e X e

e e

C

e e

e e

C C C C

e

e

e

屯

C C C

e

e

e

C

e e

e e

e e

e e

e e

e e

屯

(Fig. 1). The computer-simulation data of Eckstein and Biersack are not

always scaled on to the same curve by the use of this scaling factor (Fig.

2). (While Fig. 2 includes the data for energies below a few eV, where the

backscatterin9 coefficient increases with increasing energy, We do not

consider these data here.) The non-scaling described above of the

computer-simulation data is difficult to explain, because the values of 6

used in the simulation are lower than the maximum value of 6 for the

available experimental data (see でable 1).

Formulation of the scaling factor for.ヒhe energy backscatt如inす

coefficient similar to Eq. (4) is now in progress.
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Present Status and Future Requirements of Knowledge

of Radiation Effects for Fusion Application

Cbiken Xinosbita

Department of Nuclear Engineering, Kyushu lJniversity

1. Introduction

An overview is presented of亡he present status of knowledge of

radiation effects for fusion application. Emphasis is
placed

on

fundamental aspects pertinent 亡o reactor requirements, such as the

displacement process,亡be kinetic process, structural properties and

electrical properties. Critical problems and expected research works for

fusion application are summari2:ed.

2. Displacement process

ln the fusion reactor environment,the fas亡neutron flux pro血ces the

majority of radiation damage tbrougb the displacement and transmutation

processes. Neutron collision will
lead to a spectrum of primaryknock-on

atoms (PEA). The PEA goes on to produce a displacement cascade where a

number of Frenkel pairs are included･ The number of Frenkel pairs Nd is

expressed by the following equation,

Ⅳd - 0･8 k (Ep-q)/2Ed･

where Ep lS the PEA energy･ Q the total energy lost in the cascade by

electron excitation, Ed the d･･isplacement threshold energy and k the

survival probability of Frenkel pairs.

Numerical values are required for Ed, Q and k･ Experimental values of

Ed for a number of pure metals have been accumulated
to

understand its

physical background and to be used for practical applications. In the case

of ceramics, however, experimental needs include more data on Ed including

development of new techniques.打ighvoltage electron microscopy is useful

for observing the growth rate of dislocation loops which is rela亡ed 亡o the

crystallographic orientation dependence of Ed･ me CapaCitance dilatome亡er

developed by Ⅳ. Itoh e亡al.
is

expected亡o be used for an average threshold

energy 亡brough electron irradiation-induced volume change of thick

Specimens･ The value of k is sensitive to irradiation temperature and Ed,

and is required for getting Nd･ However, cascade structure and its
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stability are likely to be more important than Nd and they should be

understood
in terns of the energy density deposited within cascade rather

tbanEp･

Synergistic effects of knock-on displacement and electron excitation

and those of high energy PEA and low energy PEA are very important. Thus

bookkeeping On those effects requires more attention and understanding.

3. Xine亡ic process

Development of microstructures such as defect clusters chemical

disordering, precipitation and amorphizatirJn in metals and ceramics has

been observed with use of electron microscopes during and/or after

electron-～, ion and neutron-irradiation.

Candidate for fusion reactors such as MgO, TiCl-x, NiO, A1203,MgA1204,

Sic and graphite, as well as metals, are classified into four groups in

terms
of the characteristics of dislocation loop kinetics under electron

irradiation; (1) The dislocation loop kinetics is analogous to that in pure

metals where di-in亡erstitials are stable nuclei of
loops,

and (2) It is

controlled by structural vacancies or holes in TiCl-Ⅹ, ⅣiO, A1203, FeAl and

NiAl･ (3) No dislocation loop nucleates in MgA1204, because of large

stoichiometric nuclei of
dislocation loops, and (4) Anorphization is

induced in covalent crystals such as Sic and grapbi亡e instead of the

nucleation of dislocation loops.

Related phenomena induced by ion- and neutron-irradiation are also

examined for the purpose of understanding the development of

microstructures under fusion reactor environments, and they are discussed

in terms of the crystal structure, the atomic bonding, the Structural

vacancy, the mass of cons亡i亡uent elements and也e impurity. The following

conclusive remarks are added to (I)-(4); (5) The structural vacancy is

extremely effective to suppress the nucleation and growth of loops in

irradiated T亨Cl_Ⅹ･ (6) Won-stoichiometric interstitial loops such as 1/6

(111) in char LCter are induced in MgA1204 by ion- and neutron irradiations,

and are unstable during electron irradiation. The'Se features together with

(3) are consistent with the'fact that MgA1204 is a radiation resistant

material. (7) The amorphization in covalen亡 crys亡als is due to the

stabilization of high defect concentration introduced by repulsive force

between the Frenkel pair in亡hose
crystals. Furtber works on the kinetic

process are expected for ge亡亡ing the following knowledge, (1) Ⅳucleation

and growth kinetics of defect clusters under ion irradiation, (2) Anti-site
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structure under irradiation, (3) Mecha･nisms of irradiation induced

amorphi2;ation, reduction and oxidation, (4) Recombination volume of

interstitials and vacancies in ceramics, (5) Role of transmutation elements

in the kinetic process, (6) Key issues for radiation-resistant materials,

and (7) Others.

4. Structural properties

Structural properties of met.als are reviewed by Dr. E. Muroga.

5. Electrical properties

The importance of in-Situ measurements of electrical properties with

use of well-characterised specimens is stressed by Dr. H. Ohno in the

separate review.
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COMMENT ON THE RESE!1RCH STRATEGY OF NEUTRON IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON MATERIALS

T. Muroga

Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University,

Kasuga, Fukuoka 816, Japan

This coment intends to describe the present s亡a亡us and future strategy

of the study of neutron irradiaiton effects of fusion reactor materials, near-

term issues to be considered in this long-term course of study and some recent

experimental results which are suggestive for the future researches.

(Ⅰ) Strategy of the study of neutron irradiaiton effects

Since no intense fusion neutron source capable of irradiating materials

to doses
expected in fusion reactors is available, the irradiation study must

be carried out with different kinds of irradiaiton particles (simulation

irradiation). In the proposal stage of the post-RTⅣS-ⅠI Japan/US cooperation

program, we have made a illustration shown in Figure 1 describing the research

s亡ra亡egy[1】.
The detail of 亡he explanation of 亡his figure will be shown in

ref.[2].
On this figure, the following

complementary comments will help to explain

the present situation and future strategy.

(a) The heavy irradiation effects expected in fusion reactors are, in

plinciple, the result of basic processes, some of which were clarified

througb RTⅣS一工I experiments, and damage accumulation processes. However,

the experimentersl experiences have clearly shown that new unexpected

materials behavior eventually appears vith increasing the irradiation

dose. This means that the neutron irradiation experiments at high doses

is the top priority in this strategy･

Figure 1. Strategy of the study of fusion neutron irradiation effects using

available
fission

reactors【1,2】.
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(b) However the estimation of the fusion radiatiorl effects based on available
low and high dose data mus亡 be careful and loglCal. Some new ideas 亡o

approach the fusion irradiation condi亡iollS, e.g. isotoplC 亡ailoring, may

involve new deviate disturbance in the irradiaiton conditions. This must

be considered carefully.

(c) In all prediction stages, fundamental understanding as will be obtained

from low dose or simulation irradiation experiments on the materials

behavior will aid as base of loglCS･

(d) High-voltage electron microscopes and heavy ion accelerators have a

capability to attain to very highdoses. However, these techniques have

tbeir uIllque prObユ･ems which generally increase with increasing ヒhe dose･

Thus亡bese technique should be used mainly for the purpose shown in (c)･

(ⅠⅠ)Near-term issues

There are some critical issues to be solved in the present stage of the

long-term strategy shown above. First, through Japan/ロS cooperation on

FFTF/MOTA utilization, which star･ted in FY 1987, some data on high fluence

neutron irradiation effects will become availble in near future. Tbus it is

an immediate requisite to clarify the effect of unlque problems of the ねst

reactor irradiations. The? Problems expected are,

(a) Uniqu? and not negligible亡ransmutation e打ec亡s･

(b) Trans千ent or perturbation effects of temperature and neutron flux･

(c) Translent e群ects of neutron spectrum.

Some of 亡bese issues can be studied by the available simulation irradiation

techniques and some new deslgning of 亡he FFTF experiments will also be

helpful.

Second, the intense neutron source facilities for the materials

irradiation are now at the designing stage. In this stage, answers to some

critical problems are required. For example,

(a) What is亡he acceptable difference in neutron spectrum from that of fusion

reac亡ors.

(b) What is the deviation caused by亡he accele上ation of the irradiaiton rate.

(c) What is the acceptable minimum volume of specimen for the properly

es亡imation.

(ⅠⅠⅠ)Suggestion from the recen亡exper⊥皿entS

Two examples of the recent experimental information will be shown to

demonstrate the needs for the study to solve the issues shown above.

(a) Helium pr･oduction effects in fast reactor irradiaitons

The mechanism of the effects of nickel content on swelling in aus亡enitic

steels is a long
standing problem. Concerning this, the effects of nickel to

change the properties at void surfaces or the vacancy diffusivities were

proposed to account for the decrease in swelling with increasing the nickel

content･ However, these models cannot explain the )'ncrease in swelling after

minimum beyond 457. Ni.

Recently the author observed microstructures of a series of Fe-15Cr-XNi

specimens and found tba亡亡he void structure is quite different in high nickel

specimens･ An example is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that in the high

nickel ternary, small cavities are distributed as
well

as large
voids.

This

is an evidence of the existense of gaseous impurities in the matrix enhancing

the cavity nucleation. The impurities are believed to be helium atoms

orlglnated from the transmutative r･eaction of fast neutrons with nickel.
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Figure 2 "lincrEOBSRt:IuICtautre5Sl.Oofc(aan)d芸?言三言c.55:;"mi.
and (b) Fe-15Cr~75"i irradiated

Fi gu r e
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Thereforel the increase in swelling after minimum at high nickel alloys are

expected to be, to some extent, due to the increased production of helium.

This is a novel information suggesting l一eed for serious consideration of the

transmutation effects in fast reactors.

(b) Effects of pre-irradiation at lower temperatures on the defect evolution

by irradiaiヒon at higber亡emperatures

ln 亡he case of fas亡 reac亡or irradiations the initial亡ranstent

irradiation a亡lower 亡emperatures 亡han the deslgned temperature may have

considerable effects on microstructural evolution. T凸is problem is clearly

specified in ref. 【3ト †Jnder 亡his motivation, a repeated irradiation
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experiment changlng the temperature at the interval from lower 亡o higher was

crried out using the RTNS-II.Amexample demonstrating
possible importance of

the initial lower temperature'irradiation is shown in Figure 3･

喜;2;x;1S::2haied7ne:sl;(
ualr,reraatCd

Olop[i!E
s

aanttdh:15
･om9olxcClrOa9n5dtnr/Sum?2t･xu

;(07b;1
nOimzaonaono:ce;a:n;dCra5-:663X"511:g≡

c!三三≡
≡

An irradiaiton at 350oC results in T】0 0bservable clusters as

show?
in (c)I On the other hand, some defect clusters are observed

in the

specimen pre-irradiated at 200oQ(b). The clusters observed are.1ar畠し▲ in size

than tho苧e Produced by irradiation at 200oC only(a)･ Some of the defect

clusters ln (b) ar.e identified to be voids･ This implies that pre-irradiation
at 200oC results ln the enhancement of void formation during lrradiation at

350oC･ This suggests the necessity of the consideration of initial transient

effects in亡he analyses o王tbe irradiaiton data from fast reactors.

(ⅠⅤ)Summary

This comment described the present situation and future strategy of the

study of neutron irradiation e王fects for fusion structural materials. This

strategy constructed for the structural materials is believed to be applicable

also to the development ･)f the plasma-facing materials to be used in the

neutron irradiaiton envirotlmentS.

Contributions by Dr. F.A. Garner of Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Professors N. Yoshida of Kyushu University and M. Kiritani of Nagoya

University to the experiments referred in section (ⅠⅠⅠ)are acknowledged.
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Radiation effects on eleetrieal properties of Ceramics

Hide⊃ Ohno and Yoshio Xatano

Mate?ial Innovation IJaboratory

Japall Atomic Energy Resereh Institute

Ceramics such as a.1umina(A1203) and silicon nitride(Si3NJ) are

candidate materials for insulators and rf windows of fusion

reactors because
of their good meebanical and eleetrieal

properties. Many Works on radiation effects of A1203 have been

reported. But in the ease of electrical properties such as

conductivity and dieleetrie loss, these properties have different

tendency if the measurements are done under irradiation or post

irradiation. The properties have also been affected by irradia-

tion means(Ⅹ-ray, electron, ㍗-ray and neutron ),dose rate,

fluence
and temperature.

Figure 1 shows the radiation-induced eonduetivity of single

crystal A1203 With 1.5 MeV electron irradiation as a function of

dose rate and temperature for A1203. Tbe electrical Conductivity

was increased as increasing the dose rate of electron irL･adiatin.

On the other hand the conductivity of A1203 WaS decreased with

neutron irradiation as shovn in fig.2. Radiation-induced rf loss

tangent for
post.-irradiated A1203 has also been reported to be

dependent on neutron energyl fluenee and temperature. Different

results will be expected in t.he case of in-situ measurements

under irradiation.

Silicon nitride is also a candidate material because of its

good meehanieal properties. There are rev data on radiation

effects of electrical properties and we are now planning the

in-situ measurements of eonduetivities under ㍗-ray irradiation.

Figure 3 shows the frequency and temperature dependence of

dielectric properties both in innovated Si3NJ With additives of

MgO
and in commercial one with additives of Y203 and A1203. Hot

pressed Si3NJ With additives of 6.6 mol% MgO has good dielectric

properties at temperatures belov 500oC･ The increase of dielect-

rie loss tangent at temperatures above 500oC has correlation vith

the behavior of glassy phase of grain boundary.
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